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Syntax as evidence for linguistic variation:
the classical versus the vulgar variety of ancient Greek

Marco Maiocco

Deviations from a linguistic standard cannot be underestimated as
mere errors. Rather, they should be taken as evidence for distinct linguistic
varieties. This work will try to contrast some ancient classical Greek texts to
some ancient vulgar Greek texts in search of deviations in some syntactic
aspects: some of these aspects are likely to depend on the same trigger (the
frequency of genitive absolute constructions resumed by an anaphoric pro-
noun, the preference for the VO linear order, the scarcity of pronominal ellip-
sis outside the syntactic position of subject), whereas other aspects are inde-
pendent from each other (the massive use of the historical present especially
with verbs of speech, the omission of the determinative article before a defin-
ite noun followed by a genitive determiner).

These linguistic uses could seem marginal facts, but it is the acceptance
or the avoidance of all of them that draws a distinction between the classical
and the vulgar varieties of the ancient Greek language. Tentatively, the two
varieties might be viewed as distinct languages, provided a proper definition
of ‘language’, with its internal, individual, and intentional character. The
influence of a Semitic (Jewish) substrate will be proposed as the historical
cause of this distinction. Intriguing questions arise from those texts that pres-
ent a peculiar syntactic behaviour in ‘swinging’ between the two varieties.

1. The question

Let us consider ancient Greek. Is it true that absolute participles
are rarely resumed by anaphoric elements? Is it true that the basic
word order is OV? Is it true that the repetition of pronouns referring
to the same entity is downplayed? Is it true that the historical pres-
ent is only a rhetorical device without syntactic or semantic con-
straints? Is it true that the use of the determinative article obeys
only semantic and not syntactic restrictions?

The answer to these questions depends on what ‘true’ means.
The basic assumption of this work is that any linguistic material is
‘true’ and worth studying in its structure. Obviously, some linguistic
uses are more highly evaluated from a social viewpoint and constit-
ute a linguistic standard. Such was also the case for ancient Greek:
the language of the authors of the 5th - 4th centuries b.C. was consid-
ered the ‘classical’ one, the one to be imitated. But some ancient texts



also present a cluster of phenomena that draw a sharp distinction
from the classical language.

Turning back to the above questions, the answer is a positive one
only as far as the classical language is concerned. However, if ‘vulgar’
texts are considered, the answer has to be a negative one. Thus, I will
examine ancient Greek texts with genitive absolute constructions
resumed by an anaphoric pronoun, with a basic VO order, and with a
frequent repetition of pronouns referring to the same entity. In these
texts I will also detect a massive use of the historical present in a
specific syntactic (after a past tense) and semantic (with a verb of
speech) context and a syntactic constraint on the use of the determin-
ative article.

Firstly, I will try to see if these deviations from the classical
standard are related to each other and determined by a specific lin-
guistic mechanism. I will defend this view for the first three phenom-
ena mentioned above.

Secondly, I will try to provide a historical explanation of the way
this distinction between the two types of Greek came about. I will
point to the influence of a Semitic (Jewish) substrate.

Thirdly, I will try to establish how distinct these two types of
Greek are. The theoretical issue is to evaluate how relevant the dif-
ferences between languages can be and to determine what can pro-
duce the relevant differences between languages. I will not address
such an issue on my own, rather I will rely on the proposals of lin-
guists working within the generative framework and try to assess the
validity of these proposals by means of the texts I will consider.

2. Coreferential absolute participial constructions

Most historical linguists share the assumption that absolute
participial constructions (henceforth APCs) are ‘absolute’ because the
nominal element of the construction cannot be coreferential with
another phrase of the matrix clause. However, such a definition dates
back only to the Middle Ages.1 It is by and large valid for the Latin
ablative absolute, but it is contradicted by the frequent disregard of
this alleged constraint in the Greek genitive absolute.

On the one hand, the possibility of coreferential genitive absol-
ute constructions has to be considered perfectly grammatical and
accounted for in a formal syntactic description of the Greek genitive
absolute.2 On the other hand, it is patent that such coreferential
APCs are more frequent in some texts than in others, which results
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in a typical instance of linguistic variation.
According to traditional grammarians, APCs should be compared

to conjunct participles (henceforth CPtcs) and the two constructions
should be contrasted this way:

(1) APCs are ‘absolute’ because the participle is attached to a nominal
element that is not a phrase of the main predicate;

(2) CPtcs are ‘conjunct’ because the participle is attached to a nominal
element that is a phrase of the main predicate.

Examples of an APC, a CPtc and a coreferential APC are given
below:

(3) Heliodorus, Aethiopica 1.1
=méraw ƒrti      diagelQshw kaì             =líou tàw
day:GEN just     smiling:GEN and          sun:GEN  the:ACC
˙krvreíaw kataugázontow     ƒndrew (...)  t|n              øpokeiménh
hills:ACC lightening:GEN men:NOM  the:ACC  underlying:ACC
yálattan •fyalmoîw              øp}rxonto
sea:ACC with eyes:DAT    scanned
‘as the day was just smiling and the sun was lightening the hills,
some men (…) scanned the underlying sea with their eyes;

(4) Heliodorus, Aethiopica 1.2
ædh dè a[toîw kekinhkósin     ƒpvyen           mikròn
already but them:DAT   moving:DAT  away from  a little:ACC
têw neQw kaì tôn keiménvn yéama
the:GEN boat:GEN   and   the:GEN   relics:GEN sight:NOM
prospíptei tôn protérvn ˙porQteron
appears than the:GEN   previous:GEN    more astonishing:NOM
‘but a sight which was more astonishing than the previous ones
appears to them that had already moved a little bit from the boat and
the relic’ 

(5) Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 1, 20
taûta dè a[toû

i
\nyumhyéntow (...) ƒggelow (…)

these:ACC   but he:GEN   thinking:GEN angel:NOM
\fánh a[t!

i
appeared      to him:DAT
‘as he was thinking these things, an angel appeared to him’ 

The obvious similarity between these constructions is that they
all contain a participle. The obvious distinction between an APC and
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a CPtc is that only the latter ‘receives’ its case-mark from the main
predicate: in (4), the dative a[toîw kekinhkósin is determined by the
main verb prospíptei which assigns this case to one of its arguments,
while  in (5) the genitives =méraw … diagelQshw and =líou … kataugá-
zontow are independent from the main verb øp}rxonto.

A striking feature of Greek coreferential APCs is that they can
be resumed not only by an element with an inherent case but also by
an element with a structural case (subjects or objects). I gave an
example of the former above in (5). Here is an example of the latter:

(6) Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 1,18 
mnhsteuyeíshw             têw               mhtrów              a[toû              Maríaw

i
t!

being promised:GEN  the:GEN   mother:GEN  of him:GEN   Mary:GEN   to the:DAT
^Ivs|f (…) pro

i
eøréyh            \n gastrì           ¡xousa \k  pneúmatow

Joseph:DAT    she    was found     in womb:DAT   pregnant:NOM    by Spirit:GEN 
∆gíou
Holy:GEN
‘as his mother Mary

i
had been promised to Joseph, she

i
was found to be

pregnant through the Holy Spirit’ 

CPtcs linked to the subject or object were rather common in
Greek and would have been expected in similar contexts, but APCs
that are coreferential with subjects or objects are unequivocally
attested, even when these structural elements have a full phonologic-
al realization - which results in a stronger violation of (1).

Coreferential APCs have been usually disregarded as either solec-
isms by ancient grammarians or rarities by modern linguists, but
ever since they have been attested in almost all writers. Classen
(1879:174-175) quotes several passages from the Homeric poems and
Cooper (1989:158-160) adds other instances from Attic prose and
drama.3 Nevertheless, even if coreferential APCs cannot be consid-
ered ungrammatical in ancient Greek, it must be explained why they
are scarcely attested in texts from the classical period and widely
used in texts from later ages.

With this question in mind, I surveyed some Greek texts4 which
are representative of sociolinguistic variance. Apart from Plato’s
‘Phaedon’, taken as an example of classical prose, the earliest texts in
my sample (the Gospels and the anonymous novel about the biblical
characters of Joseph and Aseneth) exploit some sort of vulgar ancient
Greek, whereas the latest text (the novel by Heliodorus) is an
attempt to reproduce the most classical and refined Greek prose
style. The two anonymous historical biographies show an intermedi-
ate stylistic level. For each text, T1 shows how many coreferential
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APCs can be found and which is the case-mark of the resuming elem-
ent in the main clause (be it a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase,
PP).

T1

If we attempt a generalization by calculating the ratio of corefer-
ential APCs to the total number of APCs occurring in the texts in the
sample, the scale in T2 is obtained:

T2 

If coreferential APCs have to be statistically significant to be
considered core elements of the grammar of a given text, then two
groups within the surveyed texts can be distinguished. In the first,
coreferential APCs are less than 5%; in the second, they are more
than 20%. The contrast is rather sharp.

What is striking is that the large use of coreferential APCs does
not entail the rejection  of CPtcs. CPtcs are numerous not only in the
texts in which they apparently occur instead of coreferential APCs,
but also in the texts with many coreferential APCs. The proportions
are somewhat different but, apart from the dislike for dative conjunct
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subject-NOM object-ACC PP-ACC GEN PP-GEN DAT P P -
DAT

full empty full empty

pl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mt 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 16 0
mk 0 2 4 0 1 0 0 2 0
lk 0 0 4 0 4 3 0 12 0
jh 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0
ep 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 1
jos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
aes W 0 9 5 1 1 1 0 6 0
alex β 1 12 12 0 0 1 0 14 1

pl jos hel ep mk jh alex β aes W lk mt

0% 0% 1.5% 4.8% 23.1% 23.5% 24% 25.6% 36.5% 43.7%

(0/60) (0/4) (12/812) (7/147) (9/39) (4/17) (41/171) (23/90) (23/63) (21/48)



participles in the Gospel of John, participles attached to nominative
(N), accusative (A), dative (D), or genitive (G) phrases seem to be a
possible linguistic tool for all these texts, as shown in the table below.

T3

Whereas the ‘referential’ issue at the base of the opposition in (1-
2) accounts for the distribution of APCs and CPtcs in those texts with
few or no coreferential APCs, the same issue does not seem to be dis-
criminating enough in those texts with many coreferential APCs. The
actual distinction might be a matter of different characterization of
APCs and CPtcs in the two groups of texts.

My tentative and preliminary suggestion is that the opposition of
APCs versus CPtcs depend on the ‘referential’ issue in the former
group of texts and on the ‘pragmatic-informational’ status in the latter.

My proposal stems from considerations about the preferred dis-
location of APCs in the two groups of texts. Those with many corefer-
ential APCs avoid a final dislocation after the main clause for geni-
tive absolute constructions, whereas those with few coreferential
APCs do not. In the table below, the texts are listed in order of
decreasing frequency of final APCs:

T4
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jos jh ep mk alex β mt hel pl lk aes W
1st book 1st book

N 36 N 147 N 181 N 296 N 406 N 472 N 425 N 432 N 536 N 627

A 22 A 44 A 40 A 47 A 105 A 50 A 103 A 146 A 81 A 65

D 3 D 1 D 14 D 4 D3 D 10 D 11 D 26 D 12 D3

G 2 G 6 G 7 G 3 G 3 G 11 G 10 G 20 G 5 G 9

total 63 total 198 total 242 total 350 total 517 total 543 total 549 total 624 total 634 total 704

before next to: inside after
the main clause a conjunction the main clause the main clause

or a relative 
pronoun / adverb

hel 45 248 74 443
(54.7%)

pl 6 29 5 20
(33.3%)



With the exception of the ‘Life of Alexander’, the texts can be
grouped by and large as they were grouped for the frequency of coref-
erential APCs.5 The group with many coreferential APCs (prototypic-
ally exemplified by the Gospel of Matthew) avoids the final disloc-
ation of APCs after the main clause, while the other group (with
Heliodorus as prototypical example) allows for both initial and final
dislocation.

For lack of other (above all prosodic) clues, I propose to take the
position of APCs as a relevant sign of their pragmatic-informational
status. I advance an obviously simplistic assumption, namely that
topicalized elements figure before the rest of the utterance. On this
assumption, it seems as though APCs in the ‘coreferential’ group are
more closely connected with topicalization (supposedly implying a
fronted dislocation) than APCs in the other group of texts.

Combining the consideration of the referential issue and of the
dislocation of APCs leads to the conclusion that not only do coreferen-
tial APCs tend to occur in some texts more than in others, but in
texts with many APCs they exclusively occur with an initial disloc-
ation. In the table below, for each text of my sample, I report the per-
centage and the number of coreferential APCs that surface before the
matrix clause containing the element of resumption:
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alex β 4 113 16 38
(22.2%)

ep 18 67 34 28
(19%)

jh 1 10 3 3
(17.6%)

mk 1 29 5 4
(10.2%)

lk 10 43 6 4
(6.3%)

mt 7 39 0 2
(4.2%)

aes W 13 65 10 2
(2.2%)

jos 0 4 0 0
(0%)



T5

The evident conclusion is that, in the texts in which coreferential
APCs are numerous (more than 20% of all the APCs),6 they are also
topicalized. This seems to draw a clear-cut distinction between two
varieties of the Greek language. The classical language of Greek
artistic prose, exemplified by Heliodorus, presents few coreferential
APCs and, anyway, the APCs do not often undergo topicalization. The
sort of vulgar Greek, exemplified by the Gospel of Matthew, presents
many coreferential APCs and a patent link between APC and topical-
ization.

Now, the question is which linguistic mechanism might be the
base of this distinction between the two varieties of Greek. I point to
a comparison with the strategies of topicalization in Romance (e.g.
Italian) and Germanic (e.g. English) languages, as illustrated in Rizzi
(1997:285-289; 2000) within the framework of formal generative lin-
guistics. Examples are given below (the topicalized component is
underlined):

(7) a. Il   tuo libro l’    ho          letto
the your   book it    I have     read

(7) b. Your book I read.

As for spoken Italian, topicalized components in the left periph-
ery have to be resumed by a clitic element within the IP-VP system
(the so-called ‘Clitic Left Dislocation’). On the other hand, English
topicalized components only have to be dislocated to the left without
any need for overt resumption.

Now, turning back to the Greek data, I propose to take the con-
trast between spoken Italian and English as a typological parallel of
the contrast between the two varieties of Greek I am detecting. In my
opinion, the texts with coreferential APCs had a strategy of topicaliza-
tion similar to the Italian one, whereas the texts with few or no corefer-
ential APCs had a strategy similar to the English one. A link between
the ‘absoluteness’ of APCs and the pragmatic notion of ‘topic-
hood’ was also pointed out by Holland (1986) and Ramat (1991). Such a
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pl jos alex β hel jh ep mk mt aes W lk

0% 0% 9.7% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(0/0) (0/0) (4/41) (6/12) (4/4) (7/7) (9/9) (21/21) (23/23) (23/23)



link is plausible when the data about the dislocation of APCs are con-
sidered.7 A broader view could be assumed, to the effect that this dis-
tinction of two varieties of the Greek language could be considered in
accordance with the opposition of ‘topic-prominent’ and ‘subject-promi-
nent’ languages along the lines of Li & Thompson (1976). However, I
leave this attempt aside, also because Li & Thompson’s notion of topic
is significantly different from the syntactic one I have assumed so far.

With respect to my proposal, there seem to be two ‘odd’ facts that
remain to be explained: coreferential APCs in Heliodorus  and topic-
alized (coreferential) CPtcs in the Gospel of Matthew.

As for the relatively few coreferential APCs in a stylistically
refined author such as Heliodorus, they cannot be a surprise, as they
have been attested since Homer;8 neither can topicalized coreferen-
tial CPtcs in the Gospel of Matthew. In fact, in texts with a topicaliza-
tion strategy similar to the Romance ‘Clitic Left Dislocation’, my pre-
diction is that any element (subordinate participial predications
included) can only surface in the left periphery as a topicalized item
if it is resumed by a pronoun within the matrix clause. Thus, it is no
wonder that, in the prototypical text of the group (the Gospel of
Matthew), dative topicalized (= fronted) CPtcs be resumed by a coref-
erential pronoun within the matrix clause. On the contrary, dative
non-topicalized (= non-fronted) CPtcs lack coreferential resumption
altogether. Here are two relevant examples:

(8) a. Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 8,239

kaì \mbánti a[t!
i

e†w tò ploîon
and boarding:DAT him:DAT into the:ACC ship:ACC
“koloúyhsan        a[t!

i
o¥ mayhtaì               a[toû

followed him:DAT    the:NOM     disciples:NOM    of him:GEN
‘and as he boarded the ship his disciples followed him’;

b. Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 11, 1610

`moía \stìn paidíoiw kayhménoiw \n taîw ˙goraîw
similar:NOM is to children:DAT sitting:DAT in the:DAT squares:DAT
‘it is similar to children sitting in the squares’.

What seems to be implied in the opposition between these two
varieties of the Greek language goes far beyond mere stylistic prop-
ensities. If we consider other linguistic phenomena that cluster with
the one illustrated here, it will become particularly evident that lin-
guistic ‘habits’ that lie well below the level of conscious manipulation
of the language seem to be involved.
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3. Linear order

Ancient Indo-European languages display a rather free word
order thanks to their rich flexional morphology. The problem has
been dealt with using different approaches, which are summarized in
Corver & van Riemsdijk (1994). Haider (2000) provides a recent eval-
uation of the various proposals.

I examined the linear order of the same texts I considered for
coreferential APCs. I looked at finite transitive verbs, APCs display-
ing a direct object and another internal argument (or an adjunct),
and infinitives with at least a direct object. I disregarded all the sen-
tences in which the subject or the object or the internal
argument/adjunct were relative or interrogative pronouns requiring
an initial dislocation on its own (instances of what is called A’-move-
ment in the generative framework). The possible logical combinations
of these syntactic components are the following (S = subject; V = verb;
D = direct object; I = other components, namely both NPs, PPs and
AdvPs that are either internal arguments or adjuncts):

(9) - initial verb: VSDI, VSID, VDIS, VIDS, VDSI, VISD, VDI, VID;
- internal verb: SVDI, SVID, DVSI, IVSD, DVIS, IVDS, SDVI,

SIVD, DSVI, DIVS, IDVS, ISVD, DVI, IVD;
- final verb: SDIV, SIDV, DSIV, ISDV, DISV, IDSV, DIV, IDV.

All the combinations in (9) are attested. This means that there
are no restrictions a priori, which is not the case for all the languages
that are usually examined for variability in word order.

APCs with transitive verbs displaying a direct object as well as
another internal argument or adjunct are not very numerous. Those
which can be found, however, display evident variability in linear
order, as half of the combinations are exploited.

T6
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pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

VSDI 1
VIDS 1
DVSI 1
SDVI 1 1
DSVI 1 1
ISVD 1



The first impression is that the text of Heliodorus and the
anonymous biographies display greater variability with APCs, but
the explanation lies in the syntactic richness of APCs. The texts with
more coreferential APCs actually have simpler APCs mainly consis-
ting in nothing more than the NP and the participial VP. Thus,
these data about APCs are not the best kind of evidence for linear
order.

Greater syntactic complexity is found with finite verbs, as shown
in the table below:

T7
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DVI 1 1
IVD 1
SDIV 11
SIDV 7 1
DSIV 4 2
ISDV 2 1
IDSV 2
DIV 6 1 2
IDV 4

pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

VSDI 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 6
VSID 1 1 1 4 1 2 2
VDIS 3 1 1 1 1
VIDS 3 1
VDSI 1 4 2 1 3 6 7
VISD 1 3 1 2 1 1
VDI 10 10 15 25 38 72 49 92 45 89
VID 6 28 13 51 28 52 27 25 23 25
SVDI 2 13 11 20 10 12 17 11
SVID 2 3 2 16 8 9 2 7 14 5
DVSI 3 1 1 2 4 5
IVSD 2 2 4 3 1 4 2
DVIS 1 1 1 2 1
IVDS 5 2 2 3 1 6 1
SDVI 3 6 2 5 6 1 4 7 10 2
SIVD 10 9 7 2 7 5 8 2



It is evident that some combinations are rather rare; for instance
both DIVS and IDVS are attested only a couple of times and only in
four texts. It is not difficult to understand why a linear order with the
syntactic subject at the end is uncommon if one thinks of the usual
overlap between the syntactic position of subject and the pragmatic
category of topic. However, even these uncommon options are avail-
able in Greek when it is necessary for discourse strategies.

Now, the position of the verbal head with respect to the other
components of the sentence can be either initial (before all the other
components – V…), final (after all the components - …V), or internal
(the other components surface on both sides of the verb - …V…). The
table below provides the data about the frequency of  these various
dislocations of the verb.

T8

The statistical preference for final (verbal) heads in Plato and
Heliodorus and for initial (verbal) heads in ‘Joseph and Aseneth’
(with only one instance of final verb, the preference is almost categ-
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DSVI 3 2 2 1 2
DIVS 3 5 1 1
IDVS 2 3 1 2
ISVD 2 5 1 3 2 4 1 1 1
DVI 7 14 10 14 21 29 14 17 40 13
IVD 10 25 14 21 16 21 18 25 19 12
SDIV 8 13 4 4 1 2
SIDV 2 19 8 18 3 2 5 3 1
DSIV 3 8 2 1 1 2
ISDV 4 8 1 3 2 3 1
DISV 2 8 11
IDSV 5 2 17
DIV 17 55 20 24 18 11 4 7 7 1
IDV 30 38 23 45 17 12 16 5 6

pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

V… 19 46 31 78 79 130 80 126 81 129
…V 66 122 60 32 35 26 23 14 14 1
…V… 38 112 48 174 78 103 60 79 127 49



orical) is undeniable. All the Gospels tend to have initial (verbal)
heads, whereas the two anonymous historical biographies (‘Life of
Aesop’ and ‘Life of Alexander’) tend to dislocate the verbal head
between its arguments. But a closer look at the instances of internal
verbal head will lead to a clearer picture concerning these biogra-
phies. The table below deals with the dislocation of the direct object
with respect to the verb in clauses with the verb surfacing between
its arguments:

T9

All the other texts do not display differences between the pos-
ition of direct objects and that of other components with respect to the
verb. In the two biographies, on the contrary, only the dislocation of
direct objects reveals a prevalent orientation. The interesting conclu-
sion is that head-final is the privileged linearization in the ‘Life of
Aesop’ (only 35.6% of the clauses with internal verbal head present
the direct object after the verb, which means that 64.4% of these
clauses present the direct object before the verb), along the lines of
Plato and Heliodorus, whereas the ‘Life of Alexander’ seems to be
more head-initial (52.6% of the clauses with internal verbal head pres-
ent the direct object after the verb). If all the sentences with both a
direct object and another internal argument/adjunct are considered,
we obtain a recapitulating viewpoint by counting the number and the
percentage of sentences in which the direct object follows the verb.

T10
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pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

…DV… 15 63 18 112 37 35 24 25 63 20

…VD… 6 49 30 62 41 68 36 54 64 29

% of VD
out of ...V… 15.8% 43.7% 62.5% 35.6% 52.6% 66% 60% 68.3% 50.4% 59.2%

pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

n. of VD out
of all finite 35/123 95/280 61/139 140/284 120/192 98/259 116/163 180/219 145/222 158/179
clauses with D + I

% of VD 
out of all finite 28.4% 33.9% 43.9% 49.3% 62.5% 76.4% 71.2% 57.5% 65.3% 88.3%
clauses with D + I



A doubt might arise from the consideration of the rich verbal
inflection of Greek. It could be assumed that verbs always leave their
base-generated position in order to reach the functional head(s)
where their inflection is checked. This also holds for infinitives, which
present inflection for voice and tense in Greek (they can be active or
middle or passive, as well as present, future, aorist or perfect).
Nevertheless, it can be helpful to consider the linear dispos-
itions of internal arguments (direct objects and other internal argum-
ents or adjuncts) with infinitives too:

T11

In order to detect general tendencies, it would be helpful to look
at the data in T11 in another way, considering also those infinitives
which govern only a direct object.

T12

If one disregards pragmatic factors and assumes that an order
which occurs more than half of the times is ‘privileged’ or ‘unmarked’,
it becomes clear how to group these texts: Plato, Heliodorus,
Epictetus and the ‘Life of Aesop’ are on one side, the ‘Life of
Alexander’, the Gospels and ‘Joseph and Aseneth’ on the other. The
data in T10 lead to the same conclusion.
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pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

VDI 3 4 5 5 10 3 14 1 12
VID 6 1 5 6 2 5 8 2 3
DIV 21 5 7 2 10 1 1 1
IDV 20 1 4 9 3 1 2
DVI 8 7 2 5 4 3 3
IVD 5 1 14 3 3 1 1 2 1

pl hel ep aes W alex β mt mk lk jh jos
1st book 1st book

..DV… 73 37 62 68 39 23 19 25 26 1

..VD… 38 30 49 55 41 53 26 68 28 30

% of VD out
of  all infinitives
with a D 29.9% 44.8% 47.7% 44.7% 51.2% 69.7% 57.8% 73.1% 51.8% 96.8%



The evident link with the issue of APCs lies in the fact that the
grouping of texts that result from T2 (percentage of coreferential
APCs) coincides with the one resulting from T10 and T12 (percentage
of initial verbal head in finite and infinitive verbs), as if the two groups
of texts represented two different varieties of the Greek language.
It can hardly be mere chance that the same texts that display a
specific orientation in one respect (use or avoidance of coreferential
APCs) display a significant preference for another feature (linear order).

There are only two apparent exceptions. Firstly, the Jewish novel
‘Joseph and Aseneth’ seems to match Heliodorus’ avoidance of coref-
erential APCs. But if one considers that it only contains 4 (more or
less stereotypical) APCs, the relevant feature appears to be the avoid-
ance of subordination altogether, in the typical Jewish style.
Secondly, it is not a surprise to find so many coreferential APCs in
the ‘Life of Alexander’ contrary to the tendency of Heliodorus and of
the ‘Life of Aesop’. The data on linear order suggest its intermediate
(between the two varieties) and fluctuating (the preference for final
heads is clear only with infinitives) status.

Thus, as for linear order, these texts can be distributed along the
following scale. If one bears in mind the reason for the two exceptions
(‘Joseph and Aseneth’ and the ‘Life of Alexander’), the overlap with
the scale relative to coreferential APCs (repeated here as T13b below)
is evident.

T13a

T13b
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pl hel ep aes W alex β jh mk mt lk jos

1st book 1st book

number of sentences
with VD 87 125 134 195 161 173 142 251 248 188

total n. of sentences
(fin. clauses with D+I and
infinitive clauses with D) 297 347 292 407 272 276 208 335 312 210

% of VD
on the total 29.3% 36% 45.9% 47.9% 59.2% 62.7% 68.3% 74.9% 79.5% 89.5%

pl jos hel ep mk jh alex β aes W lk mt

0% 0% 1.5% 4.8% 23.1% 23.5% 24% 25.6% 36.5% 43.7%

(0/60) (0/4) (12/812) (7/147) (9/39) (4/17) (41/171) (23/90) (23/63) (21/48)



4. (Pro)nominal ellipsis

Another structural feature that might be relevant to confirm the
idea that the surveyed texts belong to two different varieties of the
Greek language is the use or avoidance of nominal ellipses. This topic
is usually dealt with when null subjects are considered. However,
null subjects are not the relevant point here, because Greek is a so-
called pro-drop language, being a typical system with a rich verbal
inflection (both for number and person and for mood, tense/aspect
and voice). What I need to consider, instead, is another sort of null
component, namely direct objects and other internal arguments or
adjuncts.11

I made a survey of this feature in the same texts that I had
already examined for APCs and linear order. I considered structures
with two verbal phrases, either two finite verbs, or two participles
agreeing with the sentential subject, or a nominative CPtc and a fin-
ite verb. The requirement was that each verbal phrase had to display
an argument/adjunct coreferential with another argument/adjunct of
the co-occurring verb. The possibilities that I took into consideration
are the following nine:

(10)
A A nominative participle and a finite verb displaying coreferential-

ity between:
A.1 their direct objects;
A.2 the direct object of one of them and an internal argument/adjunct

of the other;
A.3 their internal arguments/adjuncts.

B Two finite verbs displaying coreferentiality between:
B.1 their direct objects;
B.2 the direct object of one of them and an internal argument/adjunct

of the other;
B.3 their internal arguments/adjuncts.

C Two participles agreeing with the sentential subject displaying
coreferentiality between:

C.1 their direct objects;
C.2 the direct object of one of them and an internal argument/adjunct

of the other;
C.3 their internal arguments/adjuncts.

The relevant issue is that all these combinations can have phon-
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ological realization of both coreferential components (without any
ellipsis) or of only one of them (with consequent ellipsis). For all the
combinations I provide an example of uses with and without ellipsis
(11 – ‘e’ stands for the elliptical element – and 12, respectively):

(11) a. A1 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 8,28)
kaì krat}saw a[tòn

i
¡pnigen e

i
and seizing:NOM him:ACC he choked him
‘and seizing him he choked him’

b. A2 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 12,2)
o¥ dè     Farisaîoi           ¥dóntew e

i
eÂpan a[t!

i
the:NOM  but   Pharisees:NOM  seeing:NOM   him spoke to him:DAT
‘but the Pharisees seeing him spoke to him’ 

c. A3 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 13,10)
kaì proselyóntew (e

i
) o¥ mayhtaì eîpan

and approaching:NOM   (him) the:NOM    disciples:NOM    spoke
a[t!

i
to him:DAT
‘and the disciples approaching (him) spoke to him’ 

d. B1 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 23,4)
desmeúousi   dè fortía

i
baréa kaì  dusbástakta    kaì

they bind       but   burdens:ACC heavy:ACC   and tiresome:ACC     and
\pitiyéasi  e

i
\pì   toùw          ≈mouw                  tôn                  ˙nyrQpvn

they put    them  on    the:ACC  shoulders:ACC  of the:GEN     men:GEN
‘but they bind heavy and tiresome burdens and they put them on
the shoulders of men’ 

e. B2 (Evangelium secundum Lucam 21,12)
\pibaloûsi       \f&   ømâw

i
tàw            xeîraw            a[tôn          kaì

they will raise  on    you:ACC   the:ACC    hands:ACC   their:GEN    and
diQjousin e

i
they will prosecute   you
‘they will lay their hands on you and they will prosecute you’ 

f. B3 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 19,13)
®na        tàw            xeîraw          \piy_    a[toîw

i
kaì proseújhtai (e

i
)

so that  the:ACC  hands:ACC  he puts on them:DAT  and  he blesses          (them)
‘... so that he puts his hands on them and blesses them’

g. C1 (Evangelium secundum Marcum 15,36)
kaì  gemísaw         spóggon

i
ªjouw                     \piyeìw  e

i
kalám~

and filling:NOM a sponge:ACC  with vinegar:GEN putting  it on a reed:DAT
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\pótizen a[tón
he made drink him:ACC
‘and filling a sponge with vinegar and putting it on a reed he
made him drink’ 

h. C2 (Evangelium secundum Lucam 10,30)
o¥      kaì \kdúsantew a[tòn

i
kaì     plhgàw    

they:NOM    also undressing:NOM   him:ACC   and    wounds:ACC   
\piyéntew (e

i
) ˙pêlyon

inflicting:NOM (to him) they went away
‘they also went away after undressing him and inflicting wounds
to him’ 

i. C3 (Evangelium secundum Lucam 23,36)
\népaijan  dè    a[t!         kaì  o¥ stratiôtai     proserxómenoi,
teased       but  him:DAT  also the:NOM soldiers:NOM passing by:NOM
ªjow prosférontew  a[t!

i
kaì  légontew (e

i
)

vinegar:ACC  bringing:NOM  to him:DAT and speaking:NOM  (to him)
‘also the soldiers who were passing by teased him, bringing
vinegar to him and speaking to him’ 

(12) a. A1 (Evangelium secundum Marcum 10,17)
kaì gonupet}saw a[tòn

i
\phrQta a[tón

i
and kneeling:NOM    before him:ACC     he asked him:ACC
‘and kneeling before him he asked him’ 

b. A2 (Evangelium secundum Mattheum 17,14)
prosêlyen   a[t!

i
ƒnyrvpow      gonupetôn             a[tón

i
approached  him:DAT a man:NOM  kneeling:NOM     before him:ACC
‘a man approached him kneeling before him’,

c. A3 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 27,55)
gunaîkew (…)      a®tinew          “koloúyhsan   t! ^Ihsoû

i
(…) 

women:NOM who:NOM    followed            the:DAT        Jesus:DAT
diakonoûsai a[t!

i
caring:NOM for him:DAT
‘women (...) who followed Jesus caring for him’ 

d. B1 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 4,5)
tóte      paralambánei    a[tòn

i
` diábolow      e†w  t|n

then   takes him:ACC    the:NOM    devil:NOM   to the:ACC
∆gían      pólin kaì   ¡sthsen   a[tòn

i
\pì  tò pterúgion

holy:ACC  city:ACC  and set             him:ACC   on   the:ACC   pinnacle:ACC
toû ¥eroû
of the:GEN     temple:GEN
‘then the devil takes him to the holy city and set him on the
pinnacle of the temple’ 
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e. B2 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 4,8)
pálin paralambánei  a[tòn

i
` diábolow  e†w   ªrow

again   takes                      him:ACC   the:NOM   devil:NOM  to   mountain:ACC
øchlòn    lían kaì  deíknusin  a[t!

i
pásaw  tàw          basileíaw

high:ACC  very   and   shows       to him:DAT  all:ACC  the:ACC   kingdoms:ACC
‘the devil takes him again to a very high mountain and shows
him all the kingdoms’ 

f. B3 (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 14,31)
\pelábeto      a[toû

i
kaì     légei              a[t!

i
he seized        him:GEN        and   he speaks      to him:DAT
‘he seized him and speaks to him’ 

g. C1 (Josephus Flavius, Bellum Iudaicum 1.10.5)12

katalabWn       o{n     &Ezekían
i

tòn         ˙rxil+st|n (…) 
capturing:NOM   thus     Ezekiah:ACC   the:ACC   leader of the gangsters:ACC
a[tón

i
te         sullabWn           ˙pokteínei

him:ACC    and     seizing:NOM      he kills
‘thus, capturing Ezekiah the leader of the gangsters (…) and
seizing him, he kills him’

h. C2 (Evangelium secundum Marcum 14,67)
kaì  †doûsa         tòn          Pétron

i
yermainómenon             \mblécasa

and  seeing:NOM the:ACC Peter:ACC  warming himself:ACC   staring:NOM
a[t!

i
légei

at him:DAT she says
‘and seeing Peter warming himself, staring at him, she says’ 

i. C3 (Evangelium secundum Iohannem 11,32)
†doûsa a[tòn

i
¡pesen     a[toû         pròw  toùw            pódaw      

seeing:NOM   him:ACC   she fell    his:GEN    at      the:ACC    feet:ACC   
légousa a[t!

i
telling:NOM      him:DAT
‘seeing him, she fell at his feet, telling him’ 

The same texts that I considered above as examples of different
varieties of Greek (with respect to the use of APCs and the unmarked
linear order) show different degrees of acceptability of (pro)nominal
ellipsis outside the syntactic position of subject. The data are present-
ed in the table below; for each text, the upper row shows the number
of instances of ellipsis (e) and the lower the number of instances of
phonological realization of both components (PR).
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T14

The resulting picture is rather puzzling. One might perceive a
general trend in the texts with few or no coreferential APCs and with
final verbal heads (Plato, Heliodorus, the ‘Life of Aesop’) to use ellip-
sis more than the texts with many coreferential APCs and with in-
itial verbal heads (the Gospels, the ‘Life of Alexander’, ‘Joseph and
Aseneth’). However, not only is the ‘Life of Alexander’ in the usual
intermediate position, but some of the Gospels (Matthew and Luke)
also show an unexpected frequency of ellipses.

Not all the figures have the same relevance, however. Direct
objects are ‘more obligatory’ than other arguments, because of the
conceptual semantic necessity for verbal heads to have a closer link
with their objects than with other arguments. This reason explains
why it is possible to argue for the virtual necessity of a direct object
in most cases (except for verbs displaying both transitive and intran-
sitive uses), whereas it is not easy to establish whether a dummy
component which is not a direct object is only elliptical or is really
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A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 total % of 
PR

pl e 5 12 4 1 2 24
25%

PR 1 1 1 3 2 8

hel e 10 15 6 11 2 1 1 1 47
19%

1st book PR 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 11

ep e 3 17 1 7 28 33.3%
1st book PR 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 2 14

aes W e 34 13 16 18 8 6 4 1 1 47
14.4%

PR 3 6 2 5 1 17

alex β e 11 5 8 6 1 1 1 33
55.4%

PR 6 6 11 4 9 2 1 2 41

mt e 15 25 82 10 2 5 4 1 144
31.7%

PR 3 16 3 16 25 4 67

mk e 13 17 26 11 3 4 1 75
58.6%

PR 6 18 3 22 37 16 4 106

lk e 23 23 57 18 5 3 5 3 1 138
35.5%

PR 5 15 3 18 22 12 1 76

jh e 4 6 10 14 4 34 72
55.5%

PR 2 6 1 29 31 20 1 90

jos e 1 5 7 6 2 21
73.4%

PR 2 22 21 12 1 58



missing. This means that the configurations implying a direct object
(firstly A1, B1, C1 and then A2, B2, C2) are a more reliable test for
the detection of pronominal ellipsis.

Thus, as a starting point, it is useful to consider the use or avoid-
ance of elliptical objects with two transitive verbs. The data on the
configuration that was labelled B1 above lead to a scale compat-
ible with those considered in T13a and T13b. The percentages (and
the ratios) of the instances in which both coreferential objects are
realized are as follows:

T15

The picture is slightly different when also participles are consid-
ered. In fact, the corresponding data on the configuration A1 show
that all the texts have a preference for elliptical coreferential objects.
Nevertheless, the phonological realization of both objects is slightly
more widely attested for at least some of the texts displaying corefer-
ential APCs and initial verbal heads (‘Joseph and Aseneth’ does not
present any instance of coreferential objects between a participle and
a verb).

T16

It is not difficult to argue for ellipsis when direct (= necessary)
objects are considered, hence the reliable data in T15 and T16. But
these tables also show that elliptical objects were nevertheless pos-
sible in all these texts. The different rates in T15 for those that more
and more look like distinct varieties of the Greek language seem to
point to a trend which cannot be mere chance, even despite the dis-
regard of other interfering factors (pragmatic need for repetition,
focusing) which have not been taken into account.
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pl hel ep aes W alex β lk mt mk jh jos
1st book 1st book

7.7% 8.3% 19% 23.8% 42.8% 52.9% 61.5% 66.6% 67.4% 75.9%

(1/13) (1/12) (4/21) (5/21) (3/7) (18/34) (16/26) (22/33) (29/43) (22/29)

pl hel ep aes W alex β lk mt mk jh jos
1st book 1st book

0% 8.8% 16.6% 18.1% 19.2% 25% 31.5% 35.3% 40% –
(0/5) (3/34) (3/18) (2/11) (5/26) (1/4) (6/19) (6/17) (2/5) (0/0)



The opposite situation occurs with coreferential arguments dif-
ferent from objects or with adjuncts, in the configurations A3, B3, C3.
Both adjuncts and optional arguments have no conceptual necessity,
making it impossible to use an objective criterion to determine
whether they are missing altogether or are an instance of ellipsis.
Thus, I counted only the number of predicates with coreferential
arguments/adjuncts that are phonologically realized within each VP.
The resulting scale does not overlap with the one in T15, but it shows
a preference for ‘repetition’ of coreferential components (= avoidance
of ellipsis) in the same texts that show ‘repetition’ of coreferential
objects.

T17

Turning now to structures where coreferentiality holds between
direct objects and other components, a caveat is in order. Only for
objects is it possible to argue for an instance of ellipsis. When the
missing element is another internal argument/adjunct, the chances
for real ellipsis depend on the degree of optionality. However, this is
not a reliable criterion. In the table T18 below, I consider only the
instances where a transitive verb occurs without any overt object and
a coordinated intransitive verb occurs with a phonologically realized
argument/adjunct coreferential with the null object of the transitive
verb. Differently from T14, I disregard those instances where only
optional arguments/adjuncts can be considered elliptical, listing their
number after the diacritic  ‘-’. Moreover, I signal those instances
where both verbs have dummy arguments (the necessary referential
information is available from the context of the discourse): I list these
figures after the diacritic ‘+’.
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pl hel aes W mt jos ep alex β lk mk jh
1st book 1st book

A3 1 1 2 3 2 11 3 3 1
B3 1 4 12 9 2 12 16 20
C3 2 2 2
total 1 4 4 7 12 13 13 15 19 21



T18

Thus, the puzzling trend detectable in T14 becomes clearer when
finer details (T15, T16, T18) are considered. If one bears in mind that
covert arguments (instances of double ellipsis listed after ‘+’) occur
only in Heliodorus and in the ‘Life of Aesop’ (apart from one example
in the Gospel of Luke), the claim for two different varieties of Greek
appears to be confirmed.

5. Intermediate conclusions  

It is not unlikely to cluster together all the three phenomena I
have considered so far: coreferentiality between APCs and other
phrases of the matrix clause, preference for the VO linear order,
avoidance of pronominal ellipsis. My suggestion is to seek a single
trigger for these three phenomena: namely, the so-called ‘head-
parameter’. I do not attempt any theoretical speculation as to the
precise nature of this alleged linguistic entity. Be it whatever it may
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A2 B2 C2 real total % of PR

pl E 3      -1 3
66.6%PR 1 3 2 6

ep E 1 1
66.6%

1st book PR 1 1 2

hel E 6   +1  -8 1     -1 8
38.5%

1st book PR 1 2 2 5

aes W E 1   +4   -8 3     -5 +1 9
43.7%PR 6 1 7

alex β E 1      -4 -1 1
94%PR 6 9 2 17

mt E 1 -24 1 -1 -1 2
93.5%PR 16 25 41

mk E 1     -16 2      -1 3
94.8%PR 18 37 55

lk E 3   +1   -19 2      -3 6
86%PR 15 22 37

jh E -6 1      -3 1
96.4%PR 6 21 27

jos E -1 1      -5 1
96%PR 2 21 1 24



be, by the term ‘head-parameter’ I only refer to the linguistic mecha-
nism that is responsible for the fact that pragmatically unmarked
utterances (those that can be a suitable answer to a question about
the whole of the sentential predication) consistently display a prefer-
ence for either an OV- or a VO-linearization in a given linguistic sys-
tem, provided that the data and the relevant syntactic and pragmatic
factors are carefully considered. Indeed, the respective position of
verbs and objects can be a good clue for this head-parameter (initial
versus final heads) and this parameter might be related to parsing
procedures and to the way phrasal boundaries are determined.13

Here, I try to provide an explanation of the possible connection
of the three phenomena within the theoretical framework of generat-
ive linguistics. In particular, I refer to the proposal of Neeleman &
Weerman (1999: chapter 2) which argues for different strategies of
definition of phrasal boundaries in accordance to the head-parameter.
Initial-head (VO) languages only need phonological information in
order to establish where a phrase ends: in such languages, in fact,
adjacency is  respected and all the complements surface immediately
after their head. On the other hand, final-head (OV) languages have
to resort to syntactic information for the definition of phrasal bound-
aries because of the greater variability in word-order.14 The former is
the more economic option, as phrasal boundaries are a matter relev-
ant at the level of the so-called Phonological Form (the alleged inter-
face between the conceptual and the sensory-motor apparatus). On
the other hand, the latter option is a sort of marked one in that it
necessarily implies memorization and delay of the interpretative
task, until a proper head is detected and interpretation is thus made
possible. The languages that have this ‘marked’ parametrization,
however, have other advantages as for economy of production: they
usually display a more flexible word order (as a consequence of the
wider domains wherein heads can govern their selected complem-
ents) and allow ellipses.

If this view is accepted, a valid explanation can be obtained for
the co-occurrence of several linguistic features. Thus, it could be
argued that the Gospels (and ‘Joseph and Aseneth’, given its general
dislike for subordination and, consequently, for APCs) present a topic-
alization strategy similar to the Romance ‘Clitic Left Dislocation’,
coreferential APCs, VO linear order, and avoidance of (pro)nominal
ellipses because the head-parameter is consistently set on the value
‘head initial’, with all the related consequences. On the other hand,
according to this view, Plato, Epictetus, and Heliodorus present a top-
icalization strategy that does not require any resumption, tend to
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avoid coreferential APCs, prefer the OV linear order, and resort to
(pro)nominal ellipses because the head-parameter is consistently set
on the value ‘head final’, with all the related consequences. As for the
‘Life of Alexander’ and the ‘Life of Aesop’, they present a sort of ‘fluc-
tuating’ orientation, in that they act as one of the two groups of texts
is some respects and as the other group in other respects, without
showing any evident trend. It is precisely for these two texts that the
problem of linguistic variation arises and will be addressed below.

6. Additional clues

I will consider two other linguistic features, namely the use of
the so-called historical present and the use of determinative articles
before a noun followed by  a genitive determiner. The aim is to gain a
further differentiation between the two varieties of Greek that have
been detected so far. These ‘additional clues’ cannot be considered on
par with the three features considered above which may all depend
on the same mechanism. The features dealt with below are indepen-
dent phenomena, without any relation to the setting of the head-
parameter.

They are considered here for two reasons. Firstly, because they
can lead to the same conclusion, namely the existence of two different
varieties of Greek. Secondly, because they can be accounted for along
the same historical. I have only considered linguistic structures so
far, neglecting matters of historical development. What I will propose
below is that the influence of a Semitic (Jewish) substrate could have
been the cause of the distinction of a variety of Greek from the classic-
al language.

6.1. Use of the present tense

In classical Greek, the use of the present tense in narrative con-
texts referring to the past (historical present) was a common device
to convey emphasis. However, the way it is employed in some of the
texts that have been compared so far is strikingly different from
what can be found in works by classical authors.

The first point to make regards frequency. I examined the num-
ber of sentences displaying only one verb inflected in the present
within a narrative context referring to the past, with the following
results:
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T19

I also examined two other texts exemplifying classical Greek
narrative prose, Thucydides’ ‘De bello Peloponnesiaco’ (6th book) and
Lysias’ ‘Contra Eratosthenem’: they show respectively only 14 and 7
sentences with a historical present. The scale that is obtained does
not coincide with those in the previous paragraphs, even if one can
grasp a tendency towards a greater use of the historical present in
the texts that also display coreferential APCs, prevalent VO order
and avoidance of ellipses. As for this issue, both of the anonymous
historical biographies cluster with three of the Gospels, whereas
‘Joseph and Aseneth’ and the Gospel of Luke have a more limited use
similar to Greek classical prose (Thucydides, Lysias, Heliodorus).

Considering the mere amount, however, is not enough. One fea-
ture puts some of these texts together, namely the fact that the histor-
ical present tends to be used with verbs of speech (légein, fánai,
˙pokrínesyai). The table below shows the number of verbs and what
percentage they are of the total occurrences of the historical present:

T20

The 6th book of Thucydides’ ‘De bello Peloponnesiaco’ does not
present any instance of historical present with a verb of speech, while
only one example can be found in Lysias’ speech (out of 7 sentences).
The scale in T20 makes the one in T19 more comparable with the oth-
ers drawn so far, in that all the Gospels belong to the same group and
the anonymous biographies reveal their fluctuating character once
more (with the ‘Life of Alexander’ in an intermediate position and the
‘Life of Aesop’ clearly deviating from the classical use).

What is typical of the Gospels and of the historical biographies in
the sample, however, is the use of a historical present above all in
clauses linked by a copulative conjunction to other clauses with a past
tense. The sentences considered in T19 and T20 are all main clauses
contextually linked to other main clauses, while the matter to be
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pl ep jos lk hel alex β mt mk jh aes W
1st book 1st book

0 0 0 7 18 40 63 67 135 140

pl ep jos hel alex β mk mt jh aes W lk
1st book 1st book

0% 0% 0% 11.1% 25% 67.2% 79.4% 82.2% 91.4% 100%

(0/0) (0/0) (0/0) (2/18) (10/40) (45/67) (50/63) (111/135) (128/140) (7/7)



addressed here is the syntactic link between clauses with a historical
present and a past tense. Examples of these patterns are given below:

(13) a. Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 9,36-37
†dWn dè    toùw         ªxlouw \splagxnísyh     perì     a[tôn,
seeing:NOM  but  the:ACC   people:ACC   he had mercy:AOR  on         them:GEN
–ti          ‘san                 \skulménoi       qseì  próbata    m|  ¡xonta
because  they were:IMPF  scattered:NOM   as sheep:NOM       not   having:NOM
poiména.           Tóte   légei toîw mayhtaîw        a[toû 
shepherd:ACC   Then   he says:PRES   to the:DAT    disciples:DAT   of him:GEN
‘but seeing the people he had mercy on them, because they were
scattered as sheep without shepherd. Then he says to his disciples…’

b. Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 14,31
e[yévw    dè    `               ^Ihsoûw         \kteínaw t|n          xeîra
suddenly  but  the:NOM   Jesus:NOM    holding out:NOM    the:ACC hand:ACC
\pelábeto        a[toû          kaì        légei                    a[t!
seized:AOR      him:GEN    and      he says:PRES    to him:DAT
‘but suddenly, holding out his hand, Jesus seized him and says to
him’

In (13a), it is only the context that combines the first sentence
with an aorist (\splagxnísyh) with the second displaying a present
(légei): both clauses are independent sentences referring to the past,
and only the adverb tóte expresses the contextual link. On the other
hand, in (13b), the former clause with an aorist (\pelábeto) is syntac-
tically linked by the conjunction kaì to the latter clause with a pres-
ent tense (légei), proving that these two main clauses are within the
same sentence. The use exemplified in (13b) is more widely attested
in those texts with a greater exploitation of historical present (above
all of verbs of speech). The following table provides both the number
of sentences with syntactic link (coordinating conjunction) between a
present and a past tense and the specification of the pattern (present
tense preceding or following the past tense):

T21
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ep pl lk jos mt hel jh aes W alex β mk
1st book 1st book

number 
of sentences 0 1 2 3 16 17 30 42 43 55
present 
+ past 0 0 0 0 4 8 8 3 10 19
past
+ present 0 1 2 3 12 9 22 39 33 36



As for the two other texts, Lysias displays only 3 instances (in 2
cases the present tense is before the past tense) and Thucydides 15 (7
instances of a present before a past tense).

The distinction between these two patterns (present + past or
past + present) is relevant for two reasons. Firstly, what seems to be
distinctive of the texts with great use of historical present is the fre-
quency of sentences in which a past tense is linked to a present tense
which follows. Secondly, a lexical preference for verbs of speech is
detectable only for the pattern displaying a historical present after a
past tense. The table below gives the number of sentences where the
historical present is a verb of speech:

T22

No verbs of speech are attested in Thucydides and Lysias in
those sentences where a present and a past tense are coordinated in
this sequence.

Even though the data are not so clear as for the other linguistic
features considered so far, the two distinct varieties of the Greek lan-
guage that have been hinted at seem to display a different use of the
historical present. First of all, the texts with coreferential APCs, basic
VO order, and avoidance of pronominal ellipsis show a wider use of
the present tense to refer to the past.15 These texts often exploit a
present tense in syntactic connection with a preceding past tense in
the same sentence.16 In these texts, moreover, the historical present
seems to be particularly frequent when a verb of speech is involved,
both in independent and in coordinated clauses.17 These features
acquire relevance especially because of the contrast with Greek clas-
sical prose (exemplified in the sample by an ancient author such as
Plato, by a late imitator  such as Heliodorus, and by the two texts –
Thucydides and Lysias – that have been examined for the issue of the
historical present).

What remains to be explained is the anomalous behaviour of
‘Joseph and Aseneth’ and of the Gospel of Luke, as they seem to
match classical Greek (Plato, Heliodorus, Thucydides, Lysias) rather
than the texts with which they cluster together in other respects. If
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attention is paid to the assumption that this use of historical present
is independent from the mechanism that determines coreferentiality
within APCs, linear order, and (pro)nominal ellipsis, then it should
not be surprising that some texts display the same trend only for
what depends on the same trigger. The selection of historical present,
moreover, can be seen as an ‘epiphenomenon’, something that can be
affected by conscious stylistic choices in the periphery of the lan-
guage. As for an author like Luke who tried to follow the tradition of
classical historiography, the avoidance of the ‘vulgar’ use of the his-
torical present (in a massive way, with lexical preference for verbs of
speech) is not astonishing. As for a text like ‘Joseph and Aseneth’, on
the other hand, with a sort of hampered use of the devices of the
Greek language (e.g. the scarce use of hypotaxis), the lack of a rather
specific linguistic tool can be understandable. Finally, if the lexical
preference for verbs of speech is taken as a distinctive feature, the
general picture might result more consistent: despite the scarcity of
the historical present in Luke (only 7 independent clauses) and in
‘Jospeh and Aseneth’ (only 3 clauses coordinated to preceding clauses
with a past tense), all the instances of historical present in these two
texts prototypically display a verb of speech.

It is possible to confirm the view that these two texts do not real-
ly deviate from their general trend if another linguistic feature is
taken into account: the use of finite completive clauses with null com-
plementizer after an eventive verb. This use is totally unattested in
classical Greek, where a clause subordinated to an eventive verb can
only be an infinitive (at most a finite verb could be introduced by a
lexical complementizer). These are examples of both the classical and
the vulgar use:

(14) a. Evangelium secundum Lucam 3,21-22
\géneto                  dè (…)  ˙ne~xyênai          tòn            o[ranòn         kaì
it happened:IND   but         to be opened:INF   the:ACC     heaven:ACC   and
katabênai tò pneûma            tò ∆gíon
to come down:INF    the:ACC  Spirit:ACC     the:ACC  Holy:ACC
‘but it happened (…) that heaven opened and the Holy Spirit
came down’ 

b. Evangelium secundum Lucam 1,59
kaì  \géneto                    \n    t_ =mérŸ       t_              •gdó+
and   it happened:IND   in    the:DAT    day:DAT  the:DAT   eighth:DAT
‘lyon                      peritemeîn tò paidíon
they came:IND     to circumcise:INF    the:ACC     child:ACC
‘and it happened on the eighth day (that) they came to circum-
cise the child’
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In (14a) the subordinate clause displays an infinitive (˙ne~xyê-
nai) and the subject is case-marked as accusative (tòn o[ranón); in
(14b) the subordinate clause has a finite verb (‘lyon) and no complem-
entizer is exploited (in a sort of para-hypotaxis). The former use is
the only one attested in Greek classical prose, while the latter occurs
in some of the texts in the sample. The number of instances of finite
clauses without complementizer after an eventive verb is given in the
table below:

T23

Neither Thucydides nor Lysias display instances of this cons-
truction. The relevant point here is the lack of such subordinate
clauses in the texts that exemplify classical Greek, on the one hand,
and the use of such subordinate clauses in some of the texts grouped
together as instances of vulgar Greek, on the other hand. In spite of
their anomalous behaviour as for historical present, ‘Joseph and
Aseneth’ and the Gospel of Luke  act here as the best representatives
of this linguistic use, together with the Gospel of Matthew.

These two different features (the historical present and finite
clauses after eventive verbs) have been considered together not only
because they support each other in grouping the texts in the sample,
but also because they can be accounted for by the same historical
explanation: namely, influence of Hebrew as a substrate. The socio-
historical plausibility of this hypothesis will be dealt with below in
section 7.1. What is relevant here is only the linguistic similarity
between these Greek constructions and analogous linguistic uses in
Hebrew.

It is not the massive use of historical present in independent
clauses that points to external influence; such a use was indeed a fre-
quent rhetorical device and its usage or avoidance may well be a mat-
ter of stylistic easiness or sobriety. However, two other facts look
rather unusual for standard Greek: the frequent use of historical pres-
ent in syntactic connection with a past tense and the lexical specifica-
tion of historical present for verbs of speech. Both facts, on the con-
trary, might have a straightforward explanation if contact with
Hebrew18 is taken into account.

As in all Semitic languages, verbs in ancient Hebrew tend to
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express aspect more than tense. Each verb has two distinct ‘forms’,
one for the perfective aspect (the so-called perfect) and one for the
imperfective aspect (the so-called imperfect or future). What is typic-
ally attested in Hebrew (and in Phoenician, but not in the other
Semitic languages) is a peculiar sequence of such tenses: imperfective
forms are usually followed by perfective forms introduced by the con-
junction waw, and perfective forms are analogously linked to follow-
ing imperfective forms by waw. In particular, in narrative texts refer-
ring to past accomplished events, it is extremely common to find a
perfective form at the beginning of the sentence followed by a series
of imperfective forms, all introduced by the copulative conjunction
waw (the so-called connective or conversive waw)19:

(15) Reges II 20,1
bayyåmÆm håhflm hålåh Hizqiyyåh¥ låm¥th      wayyåbo’
in days     those     was sick:PERF Hezekiah        unto death  and came:IMPF
’fllåw Yeπa‘yåh¥ ben-’Am·s hannåbÆ wayyo’mer      ’fllåw
to him   Isaiah      son    of Amoz the prophet and said:IMPF  to him
‘in those days Hezekiah was sick unto death and Isaiah son of
Amoz, the  prophet, came to him and said to him…’

The construction looks like a blind mechanism, unsensitive to
verbal aspect: both the imperfective forms introduced by waw in (15)
(wayyåbo’ and wayyo’mer) refer to accomplished and instantaneous
past events. The essential requirement seems to be merely formal,
namely the close connection between the conversive waw and the ver-
bal form whose aspectual value is converted20. If this condition is not
met, verbal forms are used in accordance with their inherent aspectu-
al semantics:

(16) Samuel I 3,18
wayyagged        l· ©em¥’el  ’eth -               kol - hadevarÆm wel·
and revealed:IMPF  to him  Samuel OBJECT PREFIX  all  the words          and not
kih.ed       mimmen¥ wayyo’mer
hid:PERF   from him and said:IMPF
‘and Samuel revealed  him all the words and did not hide anything
from him and said …’

All the three verbs in (16) express accomplished past events:
whereas the first (wayyagged) and the third (wayyo’mer) are imper-
fective forms introduced by waw (as the other verbs in the preceding
passage), the second (kih≥ed), which is separated by the negative
adverb (l·) from the conjunction waw, is a perfective form.
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Such a use is so common that an imperfective form introduced
by a conversive waw is also attested at the very beginning of a histor-
ical report. The Book of Numbers begins with such a form:

(17) Numeri 1,1
wayedabber   JHWH         ’el  Moπeh 
and said:IMPF  the Lord       to  Moses
‘and the Lord said to Moses’

As for both the Gospels and the anonymous biographies in the
sample, some kind of contact with the Jewish environment and with
Hebrew is not implausible. The extension in the use of historical pres-
ent in some Greek texts might be seen as a sort of calque on the
Hebrew use of conversive waw with imperfective verbal forms in
historical reports. In these Greek texts, not only is the historical pres-
ent unattested with a negative element (in accordance with the for-
mal requirement of the Hebrew construction), but verbs of speech are
extremely frequent in this specific sequence of tenses, in accordance
with a sort of lexical preference widely attested in Hebrew. In fact,
the form wayyo’mer (‘and he said’: waw + imperfective of ’amar) is so
frequent that it often occurs also as first verb in the narration
(without a preceding perfective form as in 17). The hypothesis of cal-
que on a Hebrew construction might therefore be an explanation also
for the lexical preference for verbs of speech inflected as historical
present.

As for the other linguistic feature considered here (finite clause
without complementizer after an eventive verb), the resemblance
with an analogous common Hebrew expression is even more evident.
Most sentences in Hebrew begin with an eventive expression (namely
a conversive waw combined with the imperfective form of the verb
hayah ‘to be’ – wayehÆ) followed by a phrase expressing location or
time and by a finite verb (perfective or imperfective):

(18) a. Genesis 22,1
wayehÆ ’ahar hadevarÆm ha’fllleh wehå’ElohÆm

nissåh
and it happened:IMPF after  the words   those       and the Lord tempted:PERF
’eth -                         ’Avråhåm
OBJECT PREFIX        Abraham:ACC
‘and after those words it happened (that) the Lord tempted
Abraham’
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b. Exodus 2,11
wayehÆ bayyåmÆm håhem  wayyigda

Moπeh   
and it happened:IMPF  in days those      and grew:IMPF   Moses
wayyese’                 ’el            ’ehåw wayyare) besivlothåm
and went out:IMPF  towards    his brothers    and saw:IMPF  their pain
‘and it happened in those days (that) Moses grew up and went
out towards his brothers and saw their pain’

The use of kaì \géneto or of \géneto dè followed by a finite verb in
Greek appears to be a rendering of this Hebrew construction. What
might seem awkward is the fact that this calque is most massively
attested in the Gospel of Luke, where the use of the Hebrew-like his-
torical present is rather limited instead. However, this fact might
confirm the view that ‘conscious’ choices and constraints on the lin-
guistic behaviour (e.g. Luke’s tendency to imitate the style of classic-
al Greek historians) can affect some peripheral aspects of a grammar
but do not completely succeed in deleting the effects of subliminal
influence.

6.2. Construct state in Greek

Analogous considerations hold for a peculiar use of the definite
article that closely resembles the use of the article in the so-called
construct state of Semitic languages (Hebrew included).21 In standard
classical Greek, the definiteness of a noun is expressed by the defi-
nite article, regardless of the syntactic position of the noun. On the
contrary, in Semitic languages, a definite article cannot precede a
noun that is followed by another nominal or pronominal element that
functions as its determiner. All the texts in my sample present many
passages with a definite article before a noun which is followed by its
determiner in the genitive case, according to the standard Greek use.
Nevertheless, the same constraint that holds in Semitic languages
seems to be occasionally respected in some of the Greek texts I sur-
veyed.

I only considered countable common nouns in non-predicative
position, so that their definiteness could be more easily elicited either
from the context or by common sense. I examined the texts of my
sample by means of the ‘Thesaurus Linguae Graecae’22 and found
several passages where the determined noun refers to a definite enti-
ty even if it is not preceded by a definite article. This is an example of
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this phenomenon:23

(19) Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 26.624

\n o†kíŸ Símvnow toû leproû
‘in the house of Simon the leper’

What makes me suppose that an interference between Greek
and a Semitic substrate might be implied here is the alternation
between the respect of the Greek standard and the respect of the
Semitic constraint in the same text. This alternation seems to be due
to mere chance indeed and neither phonological, nor morphological,
nor syntactic, nor pragmatic, nor stylistic factors are likely to provide
an explanation.

Given the difficulty to accept the occurrence of distinct syntactic
turns fulfilling the same function in the same linguistic system, effec-
tive optional alternations could tentatively be accounted for as the
consequence of linguistic interference with a substrate.

A further support for such a view is in the spread of the preposit-
ion εϕνωϖπιον in Greek. I used the electronic ‘Thesaurus Linguae
Graecae’ again to make a calculation, finding 4138 attestations
among all the Greek texts included in the ‘Thesaurus’. Though εϕν−
ωϖπιον might seem a rather frequent item, it almost exclusively
occurs in late Jewish or Christian authors.25 Next, I checked the fre-
quency of the item in some authors from both the classical and the
late period (including the texts in my sample and some others). The
list below presents these authors according to the increasing number
of attest-
ations and, subordinately, to their chronological antiquity:

(20) Thucydides 0
Xenophon 0
Lysias 0
Plato 0
Epictetus, Dissertationes 0
Arrianus, Alexandri Anabasis 0
Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 0
Evangelium secundum Marcum 0
Josephus Flavius 0
Historia Alexandri 0
Heliodorus, Aethiopica 0
Evangelium secundum Iohannem 1
Vita Aesopi 3
Josephus et Aseneth 10
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Evangelium secundum Lucam 22
Septuagint (Exodus excluded) 562

In these attestations26 \nQpion is used as a preposition (meaning
‘in front of ’) and followed by the genitive of either a pronoun or a defin-
ite noun (a proper name or a noun introduced by the definite article),
whereas in the few attestations from texts of the archaic or classical
period it is used as an adverb (meaning ‘ahead’). What appears relev-
ant is the similarity to the Hebrew expression bepÆ followed by the
g e n i t -
ive of either a pronoun or a noun (literally ‘in the mouth (of someone)’,
‘in front (of someone)’). This is a construct state: the determined elem-
ent is pÆ (the phonologically shortened form of peh) and the determin-
er is the following genitive form. The similarity between \nQpion and
bepÆ involves both the semantic and the syntactic level. In fact, both
prepositive locutions are made up of a preposition (\n in Greek and be

in Hebrew, both meaning ‘in’) combined with an element referring to
the ‘face’ as a bodily part (the stem Ωp- in Greek and the construct
state of the noun peh in Hebrew). And, obviously, both prepositive locu-
tions build up a construct state with their determiners.

It can hardly be mere chance that a Greek adverb closely resem-
bling the structure and the meaning of a Hebrew preposition is used
as a preposition precisely in those texts that display a Semitic sub-
strate for (more or less plausible) independent reasons.

7. A plausible setting for this instance of variation

So far I have addressed the issue of the theoretical plausibility of
the connection of some syntactic phenomena (pronominal resumption
of topicalized items, coreferential APCs, preference for the VO linear
order, avoidance of pronominal ellipsis) to each other and that of
some other syntactic phenomena (use of the historical present and of
a sort of construct state) to a Semitic linguistic substrate.

I distinguished the texts of my sample into three groups: those
that accept all these phenomena; those that accept only some of these
phenomena to an intermediate and fluctuating degree; those that
avoid all these phenomena.

Two questions still deserve attention:

(21) how did it come about that some ‘linguistic systems’ could share
the same phonology and lexicon but present sharply different syn-
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tactic features?

(22) how was it possible for some other ‘linguistic systems’ to present a
surprisingly odd syntactic behaviour with alternation in the
(degree of) acceptance or avoidance of some uses?

7.1. Classical versus Jewish Greek

Before answering the question in (21), the very notion of ‘linguis-
tic system’(be it labelled I-language, grammar, text, authors’ idiolect,
or variety, according to the theoretical framework one prefers) has to
be made as explicit as possible, with reference to the internal, indiv-
idual, and intentional character of language. As Kayne (2000:3-9)
expresses, no matter how many or how few the differences, two
(internal, individual, intentional) grammars structured in a different
way represent two distinct languages. Even if all the semantic and
the phonological features (the lexicon in its perceptual-articolatory
and conceptual components) of two languages were the same, these
two languages should be nevertheless viewed as distinct languages,
even if only a single difference were detected in the formal features of
their lexicon and were reflected in a single syntactic use.

The ‘miracle’ of mutual comprehension has to be appraised and
the social use of a language as means of communication cannot be
underestimated, but the individual character of languages and gram-
mars cannot be ignored.27 This individual character depends above all
on syntax. Semantics and phonology can be more easily affected by
conscious processes of evaluation of the language and by the pressure
of the social context, whereas syntax is the direct reflex of the mental
organization of lexical items in a formal system.28

Now, turning back to the question in (21), the relevant point is
that the Greek linguistic systems I tried to identify present consider-
able differences with respect to syntax but substantially have the
same lexicon and the same morphological rules. This fact could be
accounted for a as a consequence of a process of linguistic interfer-
ence. The relevant point appears to be the same as the one advanced
for the historical present and the construct state in section 6: namely,
the degree of contact with the Jewish world. It must be preliminarily
repeated that it is the cluster of all the linguistic uses considered so
far that points to the assumption of distinct varieties. For instance,
coreferential APCs are also attested in classical texts, without any
suspicion of  underlying Semitic influence. What deserves an explan-
ation is the fact that more linguistic features that co-occur in some
Greek texts seem to reflect uses of Hebrew.
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As far as purely cultural factors are considered, the claim for a
Jewish substrate is self-evident for the Gospels and for ‘Joseph and
Aseneth’.29 Turning to the two anonymous historical biographies, one
has to consider preliminarily that their texts underwent long process-
es of developments. In fact, both of them are attested in different ver-
sions, two for the ‘Life of Aesop’ and several ones for the ‘Life of
Alexander’.30 For both of them, however, a close original connection
with the Near-Eastern world is highly plausible. On the other hand,
Plato and Heliodorus are alien to this environment. Both the literary
taste and the language are typical of the classical tradition of Greek
culture and prose-writing, so that no relevant Jewish contribution
appears to be likely. The greater or smaller degree of Jewish interfer-
ence could be witnessed by numerous details, but it is well beyond my
purposes to describe the proper socio-historical setting for contact
between Jews and Greeks in the late antiquity. My intention is sim-
ply to state that the kind of contact that may be inferred from lin-
guistic evidence is not implausible in the light of extra-linguistic con-
siderations.

Before turning to the specific linguistic issue, a wide-spread
claim should be reconsidered. The common view about Greek texts
that stem from a Jewish environment (biblical texts, some literary
works, and papyri) is that their linguistic features are not specific to
the Jewish environment, despite their patent cultural closeness to
Judaism. Documentary papyri are usually compared to these texts
and no relevant differences are detected.31 The conclusion is that this
alleged ‘Jewish Greek’ was simply a form of colloquial Greek that was
wide-spread in all the Near-East during the first centuries A.D.

However, it would be advisable to determine preliminarily which
components of a language can be affected by linguistic interference.
An appreciated model is the one proposed by Thomason & Kaufman
(1988:37-45), who draw a distinction between the two processes of
‘borrowing’ and ‘interference through shift’ for several respects. The
former is a rather long one, while the latter is rather sudden and may
take as little as a generation. The former involves more superf-
icial facts that can be acquired without altering the core of a lan-
guage (such as the lexicon), while the latter involves more deep facts
typically acquired within the so-called critical period (such as syn-
tax). The former can also be triggered by a rather loose kind of con-
tact and promoted by social factors such as prestige, while the latter
takes place when mutual comprehension is necessarily needed
because of close interaction and it is almost never determined by
(more or less) conscious socio-linguistic evaluations.
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The kind of linguistic contact between Jews and Greeks in areas
such as Egypt and all the Greek-speaking Near-East in the
Hellenistic and Imperial periods is likely to have been more similar
to ‘interference through shift’ than to ‘borrowing’. It was a kind of
close interaction that required a quick adaptation. What I argue for is
that it should not be surprising that the alleged ‘Jewish Greek’ looks
like ‘classical Greek’, if one considers more ‘macroscopic’ feat-
ures that can be either easily and correctly acquired or socially evalu-
ated and consequently rejected or appreciated. This has been the
usual approach of most linguists who considered above all the lexicon
or stylistic uses and did not feel the need for further distinctions
between Jewish and classical Greek. Syntax, however, does not seem
to fall within this scope.

Coming to the specific linguistic uses, not much can be said
about participial clauses. Despite the large use of topicalization and
the availability of participles in the verbal paradigm, no APCs are
attested in Hebrew. This might be a tentative explanation for the sur-
prising scarcity of APCs in a narrative text such as ‘Joseph and
Aseneth’, where only 4 stereotypical APCs occur and parataxis is
largely preferred to hypotaxis.

As for linear order, on the contrary, the situation is highly consis-
tent. VSO is the prevalent linearization, and in particular VO is a
very common pattern in Hebrew.32 There are, of course, exceptions
such as fronted and topicalized subjects and objects, but the general
trend is so evident that any Hebrew text might provide rich evidence.
It is unnecessary to offer statistical figures about this point. Yet, it is
highly plausible that Hebrew interference on the flexible syntactic
structure of Greek might have favoured the VO order in one linguis-
tic variety.

As for (pro)nominal gaps, the general impression is that the per-
sistent (even cacophonous) repetition of the pronoun a[tòw is a fea-
ture that sets some Jewish Greek texts far apart from the classical
Greek ones. Hebrew displays a clear preference for resumptive pro-
nouns (to the extent that in relative clauses they are compulsory in
Hebrew, whereas they are ungrammatical in classical Greek), also
due to the fact that they are light clitic forms. Thus, interference with
Hebrew might have played a crucial role in leading to such a use in
some varieties of the Greek language. I tried to test this impression
by surveying some biblical Hebrew texts: ‘Exodus’ (chapters 1-7),
‘Josua’ (chapters 1-7), ‘Ruth’ (all the four chapters), and ‘Iob’ (the sec-
tions in prose: chapters 1-2 and 42,7-17). The data for coreferential
nominal elements (clitic pronouns or nouns) clearly show that
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ellipses were altogether disadvantaged:

T24

Some variation can be argued for Hebrew as well, as for the case
of ‘Ruth’ (where elliptical coreferential objects are more numerous
than phonologically realized coreferential objects) or of fronted topic-
alized objects that are not resumed within the main VP (4 instances
in ‘Exodus’, 5 in ‘Josua’, 2 in ‘Ruth’). However, the general trend
against ellipses is strong enough to be considered a likely trigger in
the interference process between Greek (general acceptance of
ellipses) and Hebrew (general avoidance of ellipses).

Finally, considerations about the use of the historical present
(and of finite clauses without overt complementizer after an eventive
verb) and of the construct state in some Greek texts and in Hebrew
have already been presented above.

In order to gain further evidence for the view that the Greek
phenomena I considered might be explained as a result of contact
with a Semitic substrate, I examined two other Greek texts: the book
of ‘Exodus’ in the Septuagint version and the first book of the ‘Bellum
Iudaicum’ by Josephus Flavius. Both these texts are Greek trans-
lations of a Semitic original.33 However, the degree of their literary re-
finement and the readership to whom they are offered are completely
different. The Septuagint clearly addresses the Jews of the Diaspora:
its Greek is rich in lexical, syntactic, and stylistic Semitisms. On the
contrary, Josephus Flavius sticks to the classical tradition of Greek
historiography (Thucydides and Polybius are among his models): his
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Coreferentiality between elements
in the following syntactic positions:

both genitive genitive modifier both objects direct object of both indirect 
modifiers of NPs of NP of VPs VP + indirect arguments of VPs

+ argument of VP arguments of VP

ellipsis full ellipsis full ellipsis full ellipsis full ellipsis full
forms forms forms forms forms

Exodus 0 17 0 14 3 16 1 16 0 11
Josua 0 20 0 29 1 15 0 8 0 19
Ruth 0 8 0 7 5 2 0 3 0 11
Iob 0 8 0 12 0 2 0 5 0 9



language closely imitates Attic traditional prose.
Thus, all the features ascribed to what I am envisaging as

Jewish Greek (namely: use of coreferential APCs, preference of the
VO order, avoidance of pronominal gaps, historical present, construct
state) are widely attested in ‘Exodus’ and only marginally detectable
in Josephus Flavius. The reason why I deem Josephus’ Semitisms
‘marginal’ is not related to the scarce amount of the attestations but
rather to the fact that their appearance is limited to certain ‘deep’
phenomena. A glance at the data will explain this opposition between
‘shallow’ and ‘deep’ Semitisms.

As for APCs, the first book of the ‘Bellum Iudaicum’ contains 203
genitive absolute constructions, yet only 1 of them (= 0.4%) displays
coreferentiality with another component of the main clause (namely
with a direct object). On the other hand, of the 14 genitive absolute
constructions found in the book of ‘Exodus’, 5 instances of coreferen-
tial APCs are attested (= 35.7% - 3 instances of coreferentiality with
the nominative subject, 1 with the accusative object, 1 with a dative
phrase).34 As for the matter of their dislocation and informational stat-
us, in both texts genitive absolute constructions often occur before
the main predicate to which they are related and seem to undergo
topicalization; this is true for 65.5% (= 132/203) of Josephus’ genitive
absolute constructions and for 50% (7/14) of those in ‘Exodus’.
Moreover, whereas Josephus presents 6 attestations of the so-called
accusative absolute (a literary construction which had its origin in
Attic and spread between the 5th and the 4th centuries b.C.), the book
of ‘Exodus’ presents 9 instances of nominative absolute.35

As for linear order, both the texts display a preference for the VO
order, above all with infinitives. However, whereas Josephus’ word-
order is rather flexible, the preference for the VO-order in ‘Exodus’ is
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finite verbs infinitives
Bellum Iudaicum Exodus Bellum Iudaicum Exodus

1st book 1st book

VO:linearizations
SVDI 10 212/488 30 587/677 139/227 89/93
SVID 13 (43.4%) 21 (86.7%) (61.2%) (95.7%)
VSDI 3 52
VSID 5 9
VDI 44 280 29 32
VID 36 93 24 8
VDIS 2 2



so evident (almost categorical in the case of infinitives) that some lin-
earizations with OV are not attested at all. The data are presented in
the following table:36

T25
As for (pro)nominal ellipsis, argumental null components are
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VIDS 3 3
SIVD 16 2
IVD 59 59 18 1
ISVD 15 4
VDSI 4 15
VISD 0 5
IVDS 1 6
IVSD 1 6
VD 68 48
OV:linearizations 
DISV 6 276/488 1 90/677 88/227 4/93
IDSV 6 (56.5%) 0 (13.3%) (38.8%) (4.3%)
DIVS 10 0
IDVS 6 0
DIV 58 8 12 1
IDV 62 4 19 0
SDIV 15 0
SIDV 19 0
SDVI 19 1
DVI 53 75 13 1
ISDV 10 0
DSIV 6 0
DSVI 4 0
DVSI 0 1
DVIS 2 0
DV 44 2

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 total % of  PR

Bellum e 51 12 2 14 3 1 5 2 0 90 10.9%
Iudaicum PR 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 2 11
Exodus e 8 4 37 22 4 2 0 0 0 77 56.5%

PR 5 1 0 42 29 23 0 0 0 100



attested in both texts. However, ‘Exodus’ displays a certain preference
for the full realization of all coreferential components, while Josephus
resorts more to ellipses.

T2637

The same considerations about the different relevance of the
various configurations advanced above should be taken into account
here, too. If A3, B3 and C3 were neglected and if only those instances
of A2, B2 and C3 with null object were considered, the ratios of
phonological realization would be respectively 9% for the ‘Bellum
Iudaicum’ and 68.7% for ‘Exodus’.

As for the use of historical present, Josephus surprisingly seems
to exceed not only the book of ‘Exodus’ but also the rather limited use

attested in classical Greek prose and verified in Thucydides and
Lysias above. In this respect, the data point to a certain Semitic
flavour in ‘Bellum Iudaicum’:

T27

However, whereas the lexical preference for verbs of speech is
remarkable in ‘Exodus’, Josephus seems to avoid the monotonous rep-
etition of και; λεϖγει (‘and he says’) or of similar expressions widely
attested in the Gospels.

Finally, I only found one certain instance of construct state in
‘Bellum Iudaicum’, but numerous instances in ‘Exodus’.38 I quote
below Josephus Falvius’ instance and an example from ‘Exodus’:39

(23) a. Exodus 14.30 and 18.840

\k xeiròw tôn Aijguptívn
‘from the hand of the Egyptians’

b. Josephus Flavius, Bellum Iudaicum 1.25341

= póliw –lh pl}youw tôn ˙pò têw xQraw ˙napímplatai
‘the whole city gets full of the multitude of those who (come)
from the countryside’.
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isolated historical past tense historical present verbs of speech

present + historical present + past tense

Bellum Iudaicum 209 58 96 2/363
(0.5%)

Exodus 18 3 4 15/25
(60%)



The occurrence of a sort of construct state is only one among
other evident Semitisms that can be found in ‘Exodus’. It is the case
of eventive verbs followed by finite clauses without a complementizer.
I found 12 instances in ‘Exodus’, while Josephus only uses infinitival
clauses after such eventive verbs.

Such is also the case of relative clauses. In Josephus they do not
present any difference from relative clauses in classical Greek,
whereas in ‘Exodus’ there are 21 instances of anaphoric resumption
of the relative element.42

Another interesting phenomenon is the anaphoric resumption of
topics. In ‘Bellum Iudaicum’ a topicalized element is assigned the
case that is needed according to the syntactic articulation and simply
dislocated at the beginning of the sentence, according to the
Germanic-like topicalization strategy exemplified in (7b) above. In
‘Exodus’ most topicalized elements are not only dislocated to the left
but also resumed by an anaphoric element,43 according the Romance-
like topicalization strategy exemplified in (7a) above. Such a use is
comparable to the resumption of the nominal element of fronted (top-
icalized) APCs and to the resumption of relative pronouns, on the
assumption that topicalization and relativization are two kinds of the
same syntactic process (A’-movement).

The presence of a Semitic substrate in these two texts is inde-
pendently witnessed by their history. However, if the historical datum
were disregarded for a while and the evaluation of the Semitic influ-
ence were determined only from linguistic features, the two texts
would yield different conclusions. Semitisms in ‘Exodus’ are numer-
ous, and they also concern such evident details that no doubt can
arise about them. On the contrary, an author such as Josephus
Flavius seems to be perfectly able to master ‘shallow’ linguistic uses:
not resorting to coreferential genitive absolute constructions, making
use of the flexible linearization of classical Greek, employing pronom-
inal gaps, foregoing the use of the historical present with verbs of
speech, producing infinitival clauses after an eventive verb. What
reveals his Semitic substrate is a cluster of ‘subtler’, ‘deeper’ uses: he
displays a certain preference for the fronting (probably topicalization)
of APCs, the VO order especially with infinitives, the use of historical
present in general, the insertion of parenthetic expression inside
clauses. What makes such uses ‘subtle’ and ‘deep’ is the fact that they
can hardly be determined by stylistic care or conscious attention.
They seem to be related to the bulk of the linguistic competence
acquired within the critical period of childhood, when the process of
parameter setting is allegedly still active.
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In conclusion, Josephus Flavius and the translator(s) of ‘Exodus’
appear to be relevant examples of the interference that I assumed
between a Semitic substrate and Greek as an explanation for the lin-
guistic features of the texts of my sample. What is interesting is not
so much the (more or less) manifest character of the Semitic sub-
strate, which is historically attested beyond any doubt, but rather the
way the substrate influences abstract principles that pertain to the
core of the linguistic competence.

7.2. Greek intermediate varieties

The question in (22) concerns two texts of my sample: the ‘Life of
Alexander’ and the ‘Life of Aesop’. They seem to ‘swing’ between the
classical and the Jewish variety of the Greek language. The table
below provides a sketch of the behaviour of these texts with respect
to the various phenomena. For each phenomenon, I report the data
about the specific text in the most relevant of the tables above. I add

(more or less reliable) labels pointing to the classical Greek-like or
Jewish Greek-like behaviour of the text with respect to the average
behaviour of the two varieties.
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alex β aes W

% of coreferential APCs out of the total of APCs Jewish classical?
(T2) 24% 15%44

% of VO out of the total of clauses with at least a 
verb and an object Jewish classical?
(T13a) 59.2% 47.9%

% of phonological realization of both coreferential
arguments/adjuncts Jewish? classical
out of the total of patterns with coreferential
arguments/adjuncts
(T14) 55.4% 14.4%

% of verbs of speech out of the total of clauses with
a historical present classical Jewish

25% 91.4%
(T20)

% of the ‘past + present’ pattern out of the total of
coordinated clauses Jewish Jewish
with different tenses 92.8% 76.7%
(T21)

number of attested construct states Jewish? classical
(19) 2 0



T28

Two conclusions appear straightforward. Firstly, all the three
features that are likely to depend on the same mechanism (the set-
ting of the ‘head-parameter’) consistently present either a Jewish
Greek-like (in the ‘Life of Alexander’) or a classical Greek-like (in the
‘Life of Aesop’) orientation. Secondly, assuming that it is easier for a
Jewish Greek-like historical present than it is for a Jewish Greek-
like construct state to occur in a text by chance (without any effective
Semitic influence), the presence of two construct states in the ‘Life of
Alexander’ gain relevance. The text with a setting of the ‘head-
parameter’ somehow influenced by a Semitic substrate also presents
another Semitism in an independent distinct behaviour, whereas the
text without evident signs of the influence of a Semitic substrate does
not. The reliability of the connection of these phenomena to each
other and to the relevance of a Semitic substrate appears to be con-
firmed.

On the one hand, the fact that the language of these two texts
presents at least a slight (Jewish Greek- or classical Greek-like) ori-
entation reduces the role of variation inside the same linguistic sys-
tem: idiolects can be different but seem to be consistent in their inter-
nal structure when ‘finely grained’ details are considered.45 On the
other hand, the slight degree of this (Jewish Greek- or classical
Greek-like) orientation points to a really variable character of the
language of these two texts.

Even if with greater awareness, we are again on the horns of a
dilemma, precisely the same dilemma that has always opposed socio-
linguistics against formal linguistics: the attention to the phe-
nomenon of variation versus the attention to the homogeneity of lan-
guages, the hypothesis of variable rules versus the hypothesis of con-
flicting grammars.

A recent attempt to reconcile these two approaches is in Henry
(2002). Evidence for intra-linguistic variation is undeniable, but the
explanation of what can vary and how needs a theoretical foundation.
Henry’s proposal is to conceive the linguistic acquisition device as a
frequency-sensitive mechanism that leads to the acquisition of a
‘community grammar’, with all its cohesive conceptual structures and
its socially-determined flexibility. Thus, acquiring a ‘community-
grammar’ is both a linguistic and a social task.

The ‘Life of Alexander’ and the ‘Life of Aesop’, with their inter-
mediate ranking between historiography and ‘Trivialliteratur’, their
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closeness to both traditional Greek cultural and the Near-Eastern
(Jewish) world, and their variable linguistic register, might just be
ancient examples of a ‘community grammar’.

Address of the Author

Via Chiabresa 33, 00145 Roma
< eisenach.1685@libero.it>

Notes

1 The most ancient extant attestation of the label ‘absolute’ for a participial con-
struction is in Albericus of Monte Cassino, a Benedectine scholar of the 11th cen-
tury. For a survey of the views of ancient and mediaeval grammarians about
APCs, see Scaglione (1970), Milani (2001), Maiocco (2002:§1.2).
2 See Maiocco (2002: chapter 3).
3 Classen quotes 2 passages with an APC coreferential with an accusative
object and 8 passages with an APC coreferential with a dative phrase. Cooper
quotes 21 passages with an APC coreferential with a nominative subject, 22 pas-
sages with an APC coreferential with an accusative object, 13 passages with an
APC coreferential with a dative phrase.
4 I chose a sample of texts in order to provide not only a diachronic outline of
the linguistic features I wanted to examine but also a survey of their use in the
different stylistic (tentatively, sociolinguistic) levels. These are the bibliographical
data of the texts I selected, with an explanation of the abbreviations used in the
tables:
pl Platonis Opera (Phaedon)

ed. J. Burnet, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1935-6
mt Novum Testamentum Graece (Evangelium secundum Matthaeum)

eds. E. & E. Nestle and B. & K. Aland, Stuttgart, Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 1993 (27th edition)

mk Novum Testamentum Graece (Evangelium secundum Marcum)
see above

lk Novum Testamentum Graece (Evangelium secundum Lucam)
see above

jh Novum Testamentum Graece (Evangelium secundum Iohannem)
see above

ep Epictetus, The discourses
ed. W.A. Oldfather, London – New York, Heinemann – Putnam, 1926

aes W Aesopi Vita (W version)
ed. B.E. Perry, Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1952

jos Joseph et Aséneth
ed. M. Philonenko, Leiden, Brill, 1968

hel Eliodoro, Le etiopiche,
ed. A. Colonna, Torino, UTET, 1987

alex β Der griechische Alexanderroman (β version)
ed. L. Bergson, Stockholm, Almquist & Wiksell, 1965

I was more interested in the late vulgar language than in the classical one. Thus,
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most texts date back to the 1st - 2nd centuries A.D. . Moreover, these late texts are
biographies, a gender that allowed the use of a relatively colloquial language.
Epictetus’ ‘Diatribae’ are something intermediate from a stylistic (sociolinguistic)
viewpoint between classical and vulgar Greek. As counter-examples of a more
classical type of Greek I chose a classical work dating back to the 4th century b.C.
(Plato’s ‘Phaedon’) and a late (probably dating back to the 4th century A.D.)
attempt to reproduce the classical language (Heliodorus’ ‘Aethiopica’). For the
purpose of this work, I disregarded the significant chronological gap between
Plato and Heliodorus and took the late novelist as a representative example of
classical Greek (despite the obvious artificial character of his language).
5 See T2.
6 See T2.
7 See T4 and T5. This link might be confirmed also by those passages where a
conjunct nominative participle and an APC are coordinated by a copulative con-
junction:
(i) Epictetus, Diatribae 4.1.163 

dunámenow diasvyênai kaì toû Krítvnow a[t! légontow –ti “¡jelye dià tà paidía”
tí légei;
‘standing a chance to be saved and Crito saying to him: “Escape for the sake
of your children”, what does he reply?’;

(ii) Heliodorus, Aethiopica 2.33 
kaì dià toûto kairoû labómenow kaì ˙formêw têw \k ta[tomátou pvw \ndoyeíshw
makrotérou prów se toû dihg}matow \de}yhn
‘and therefore seizing the hour and a sudden chance being somehow given I
asked you a longer account’.

Another support comes from those passages where an APC surfaces between topi-
calized nominative participles:
(iii) Vita Aesopi W 42 

` Jányow o{n yélvn e[lógvw damásai a[tòn, toû A†sQpou diá tina xreían e†w tò
tameîon e†selyóntow, labWn ˙pò têw xútraw £na póda ¡krucen
‘Xantus, then, wanting to make him smart, Aesop having entered the ware-
house because of a certain affair, taking one foot of the pot, hid it’.

Such coordinations are only possible between items of the same type. Obviously,
the coordinating link cannot depend on the ‘sameness’ of the syntactic structure.
It probably depends on the same pragmatic status (topic) of these fronted par-
ticipial constructions.
8 See note 3.
9 Also 9,27 is the same; 9,28 displays only the resuming pronoun without any
NP that is linked to the participle.
10 Also 13,45.47, 21,23.43, or 23.27 can be considered. The fronted topicalized
dative CPtc without pronominal resumption in 4.16 is not an exception because it
is in a quotation from the Greek Old Testament.
11 Null pronouns were firstly studied in the subject position (Jaeggli 1982:chap-
ter 4; Jaeggli & Safir 1989), but they were also detected in other positions (Cole
1987; Sigurdhsson 1993) and explained as either bound variables or real pro’s.
12 This is the only instance that I have been able to find in all the texts of the
sample. However, it is not a clear example because it associates the configuration
C1 (coreferentiality between the objects of the two participles katalabWn and
sullabWn) with the configuration A1 (coreferentiality between the objects of the
participle sullabWn and of the finite verb ˙pokteínei).
13 Scepticism against an unrestricted notion of ‘head-parameter’ is expressed by
Dryer (1992): he proposes a more abstract parameter to account for the corres-
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ponding linearizations of categories (not of specific items). This is not against my
proposal, since the ‘head-parameter’ I have in mind is a rather abstract mechan-
ism.
Another sceptical position is the one of Gaeta & Luraghi (2001). They consider
verbal gapping (i.e. the leaving out of identical verbs in coordinate clauses) in
classical Greek and reject any connection with the basic word-order. In fact,
despite the preference for the OV order, both rightward and leftward gapping are
attested in classical Greek, as well as bi-directional gapping. Their view does not
contradict my proposal of connecting word-order and the use or avoidance of
coreferential APCs and ellipses in coordination. What they hold is that, regardless
of the basic word-order of a language, rightward gapping is preferred because of
general properties of human processing, which appears to prefer anaphoric to cat-
aphoric processes. What I notice and I try to explain here is why texts with preva-
lence of the OV order resort to ellipses much more than texts with preval-
ence of the VO order.
14 According to Neeleman & Weerman, the relevant ‘syntactic’ phrasal boundary
is the end of the domain m-commanded by the proper head. The definition of m-
command they assume is: α m-commands b iff the first maximal projection that
dominates α dominates b too.
15 See T19.
16 See T21.
17 See T20 and T22 respectively.
18 Obviously, not biblical Hebrew but colloquial Aramaic of the late Hellenistic
and early Roman age was the Semitic language spoken in the Near East.
Assuming that linguistic contact is contact between speakers, only Aramaic (not
biblical Hebrew) might be a language with which Greek speakers/writers could
enter in contact. Thus, only Aramaic should be considered here, but this is far
beyond the limits of this work and of my competence. Nevertheless, I chose to take
biblical Hebrew into consideration not only because of the close similarities
between Aramaic and Hebrew but also because of the high and undoubted prestige
of biblical Hebrew (and of its consequently possible role in linguistic interference).
19 See Kautzsch (1985:§49.106.107.111) and Joüon (1923:§117).
20 According to Joüon (1923:§117), the verbal forms used after a waw and resem-
bling imperfective forms do not have the same origin as true imperfective forms.
However, this is only an etymological hypothesis (supported by facts such as the
use of imperfective forms after the negative adverb lam in Arabic to express the
negation of a perfective form) and does not exclude at all that converted and true
imperfective forms could have synchronically been perceived as the same form.
21 For a theoretical background see Longobardi (1996). For the construct state in
Hebrew see Kautzsch (1985:§89.128) and Joüon (1923:§92).
22 I looked for all the occurrences of a genitive form of the definite article (toû,
têw, tôn) to individuate definite determiners and to check out whether the noun
determined by one of these definite determiners was preceded by a definite article
or not. Obviously, I only considered those contexts in which the referential mean-
ing of the determined noun appeared to be definite. This method of enquiry leaves
aside those passages where the definite determiner is either a proper name or a
pronoun: in fact, a definite article is constrained by pragmatics before proper
names and ungrammatical before pronouns. I only listed some of such passages
that I happened to notice.
23 These are all the relevant passages I could find:
(i) Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 2.1

\n =méraiw ^Hrœdou toû basilévw
‘in the days of Herod the king’.
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To be contrasted with Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 11.12: ˙pò dè tôn
=merôn  ^Ivánnou toû baptistoû (‘from the days of John the Baptist’); and
with 24.37: a¥ =mérai toû Nôe (‘the days of Noe’). I also used the electronic
‘Thesaurus Linguae Graecae’ to calculate the spread of the non-definite
phrase \n =méraiw (‘in days’). Among 600 historical texts of all ages, the
computer only found 49 attestations, none of which is followed by a defin-
ite determiner.

(ii) Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 14.6
genesíoiw dè genoménoiw toû ^Hrœdou
‘when Herod’s birthday was kept’.
Literally: ‘with the birthday celebrations of Herod being kept’.

(iii) Evangelium secundum Matthaeum 26.64
\k dejiôn têw dunámevw
‘on the right hand of the power’.

(iv) Evangelium secundum Marcum 6.23
£vw =mísevw têw basileívaw mou
‘unto the half of my kingdom’.
The contrast with passages such as Thucydides 4.8.3 (tò ≥misu toû stratoû
‘the half of the army’) can confirm the view that a deviation from the
Greek standard is to be recognized in this expression of  the evangelist
Mark.

(v) Evangelium secundum Lucam 1.69
\n oÊk~ Dauíd
‘in the house of David’.

(vi) Evangelium secundum Lucam 1.70
dià stómatow tôn ∆gívn (…) profhtôn a[toû
‘by the mouth of his holy (…) prophets’.

(vii) Evangelium secundum Lucam 1.71
\k xeiròw pántvn tôn misoúntvn =mâw
‘out of the hand of all those who hate us’.
It is not mere chance that the three passages quoted here as (v, vi, vii) all
occur in the poetical interlude of the ‘Benedictus’ (Evangelium secundum
Lucam 1,68-79), which is rich in reminiscences from the Holy Writings.
Other probable construct states in this passage are: 1.74 \k xeiròw \xyrôn
(‘out of the hand of enemies’); 1.76 ∞toimásai `doùw a[toû (‘to prepare his
ways’); 1.77 \n ˙fései ∆martiôn a[tôn (‘by the remission of their sins’ with a
double construct state); 1.78 dià splágxna \léouw yeoû =môn (‘through the
tenderness of the mercy of our God’ with three construct states). As for the
non-definite phrase \k xeiròw (‘out of hand’), the electronic ‘Thesaurus
Linguae Graecae’ found 117 attestation among the 600 historical texts in
the set. The meaning is always ‘at hand’, ‘by near’ (as for the Latin commi-
nus <*cum-manus). Only in late authors (Constantinus VII
Porphyrogenitus, Josephus Genesius, Mychael Glycas, Nicetas Choniates –
altogether 19 passages out of 117) the phrase is followed by a definite
determiner and means ‘from the hand (of someone)’.

(viii) Evangelium secundum Lucam 3.4
\n bíbl~ lógvn &Hsafiou toû prof}tou
‘in the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet’.
The fact that the book of the prophet Isaiah was one and only one is also
confirmed by the following passage quoted as (ix).

(ix) Evangelium secundum Lucam 4.17
kaì \pedóyh a[t! biblíon toû prof}tou &Hsafiou
‘and there was delivered unto him the book of the prophet Isaiah’.
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(x) Evangelium secundum Lucam 4.18
pneûma kuríou \p&\meϖ
‘the spirit of the Lord is upon me’.
This is actually a quotation from the Septuagint text of the book of the
prophet Isaiah (61.1).

(xi) Evangelium secundum Lucam 4.29
£vw •frúow toû ªrouw
‘unto the brow of the hill’.

(xii) Evangelium secundum Lucam 4.38
penyerà dè toû Símvnow ‘n sunexoménh puret! megál~
‘the mother-in-law of Simon was taken with a great fever’.

(xiii) Evangelium secundum Lucam 8.14
øpò merimnôn kaì ploútou kaì =donôn toû bíou 
‘with cares and riches and pleasures of this life’.

(xiv) Evangelium secundum Lucam 22.69
\k dejiôn têw dunámevw toû yeoû
‘at the right hand of the power of God’.

(xv) Evangelium secundum Iohannem 4.6
‘n dè \keî phg| toû  &IakQb
‘there was the well of Jacob’.

(xvi) Evangelium secundum Iohannem 5.3
\n taútaiw katékeito plêyow tôn ˙syenoúntvn, tuflôn, xvlôn, jhrôn
‘in these lay the great multitude of the weak, the blind, the lame, the with-
ered’.

(xvii) Joseph et Aseneth 2.20
\k dejiôn têw a[lêw
‘at the right hand of the court’.

(xviii) Joseph et Aseneth 3.7 and 3.8
\j ˙groû têw klhronomíaw a[tôn (3.7)/ =môn (3.8)
‘from the field of their/our inheritance’.
To be contrasted with Joseph et Aseneth, 4.3 and 20.5 \k toû ˙groû têw
klhronomíaw a[tôn (‘from the field of their inheritance’); 12.1 tà dè dQmata
têw klhronomíaw sou (‘the houses of your inheritance’); 16.2 e†w tòn ˙gròn têw
klhronomíaw mou (‘to the field of my inheritance’); 24.14 and 26.12 e†w tòn
˙gròn têw klhronomíaw =môn (‘to the field of our inheritance’).

(xix) Joseph et Aseneth 5.2
˙pò prosQpou toù patrów
‘from the presence (literally ‘the face’) of the father’.

(xx) Joseph et Aseneth 12.8 
\k xeiròw toô \xyroû
‘out of the hand of the enemy’.
To be contrasted with Joseph et Aseneth, 12.10: \k tôn xeirôn a[toû (‘out of
his hand’); and with 28.33: \k tôn xeirôn tôn ˙delfôn (‘out of the hands of
the brothers’).

(xxi) Joseph et Aseneth 14.2 
` ˙st|r o˚tow ƒggelow kaì kêrúj \sti fvtòw têw megálhw =méraw
‘this star is the messenger and the herald of the light of the great day’.

(xxii) Joseph et Aseneth 15.4 
kaì xrisy}s+ xrísmati têw ˙fyarsíaw
‘and you will be anointed with the ointment of immortality’.

(xxiii) Historia Alexandri (recensio b) 1.44
pròw máxhn tôn ¥ppévn
‘to the battle of the knights’.
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(xxiv) HistoriaAlexandri (recensio b) 3.31
\peyúmoun gàr ædh pragmátvn toû  &Alejándrou
‘in fact they already desired the powers of Alexander’.
Another probable construct state in the Historia Alexandri is 1.38: pôw gàr
tôn ˙yanátvn yeôn •nómata e†w fyartà sQmata katoikoûsi; (‘in fact, how can
the names of the immortal gods settle down in mortal bodies?’). However,
here the determiner precedes the determined noun (tôn ˙yanátvn yeôn
•nómata).

24 I used the electronic ‘Thesaurus Linguae Graecae’ again, to calculate the
spread of the non-definite phrase \n o†kíŸ (‘in house’). Among 600 historical texts
of all ages, the computer only found 6 attestations, none of which is followed by a
definite determiner.
25 The Septuagint alone with 562 occurrences constitutes 13.6% of all the attes-
tations.
26 Among the attestations in the Septuagint, I only checked the datum for the 13
occurrences in Exodus. I did not consider the other attestations because of their
considerable amount.
27 An interesting parallel for the approach of my work is in Acquaviva 2002, who
deals with the high degree of variation within the Italian-speaking community.
The systematic disagreement in acceptability judgements is taken as evidence
that the varieties of Italian are distinct instantiations of Universal Grammar.
An intriguing evidence for such views is in the ‘Life of Aesop’. Some unique lin-
guistic features are only to be found in three chapters (50a, 77a, 77b). I particu-
larly refer to 9 coreferential APCs out of a total of 23 and the only two nominative
absolute constructions in the whole text. As there are both philological and cul-
tural proofs of the independence of these three chapters from the rest of the novel
(see Maiocco 1998), it may be the case that these chapters witness not only a dif-
ferent philological and cultural tradition but also a different linguistic variety.
28 An attempt to account for this specific character of syntax is in the ‘Inertial
Theory’ recently proposed by Longobardi (2001). A confirmation might also come
from the different degrees of accessibility of syntax and other linguistic domains
in the process of acquisition. As Henry (1998:17) says:
(i) “Canadian speakers living in England who were in the process of acquiring a

new dialect (…) seem to acquire different aspects of the target dialect in a spec-
ific order. For example, gross features of vocabulary are more salient and
may be adopted early. Phonological contrasts of simple nature may be
acquired fairly quickly; more complex phonological structures cause more dif-
ficulty and may never be fully acquired. In general, however, core syntax con-
trasts of the type we are now arguing as parametric would be acquired last, if
they are acquired at all.”

The data are said to be taken from Chambers (1995) but no reference to this work
is available in the bibliography.
29 Any attempt to summarize the complex historical genesis of the Gospels is
outside the scope of this work. As for the other text, its editor  (M. Philonenko,
Joseph and Aseneth, Leiden, Brill, 1968) points to the Jewish environment of the
Egyptian countryside of the 2nd century A.D. A different proposal is now to be
found in R. S. Kraemer (When Aseneth met Joseph, New York - Oxford, Oxford Un.
Press, 1998), who is uncertain between a Christian and a Jewish origin and who
thinks of a later age (3rd - 4th cent. A.D.).
30 A historical outline of these works can be respectively found in F. Ferrari (ed.),
Romanzo di Esopo, Milano, BUR, 1997 and in R. Merkelbach, Die Quellen der
griechischen Alexanderroman, München, Beck, 1977.
31 This is the way the history of the Greek language is dealt with both in trad-
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itional studies (Thumb 1901) and in modern approaches (Rydbeck 1967), just to
name a couple of famous essays.
32 See Kautzsch (1985:§142f) and Joüon (1923:§155k).
33 The so-called Aristeas’ ‘Ad Philocratem epistula’ provides the legendary
details about the translation of the Hebrew holy writings into Greek by seventy
scholars. As for the ‘Bellum Iudaicum’, it is Flavius Josephus himself to declare
(praefatio 1): prouyémhn \gW toîw katà t|n ^Rvmaívn =gemonían, ^Elládi glQss+
metabalWn ß toîw ƒnv barbároiw t_ patrí~ suntájaw ˙népemca próteron, ˙fhg}sasyai
(‘I decided to make a narration for those who are under Roman government,
translating into the Greek language what I had written and published for the for-
eigners of the Near-East in the native language’).
34 I disregarded the problematic instance of a plural genitive participle referring
to a singular preceding noun attested in both authors (Bellum Iudaicum 1.2.3
\jekroúsyh ge m|n øpò toû d}mou taxévw dedegménvn ædh tòn ^Urkanón ‘he was quickly
rejected by the population [singular] already accepting [plural] Ircanus’; Exodus
32.17 kaì ˙koúsaw &Ihsoûw têw fvnêw toû laoû krazóntvn légei ‘and hearing the voice
of the population [singular] screaming [plural], Josua says); it is probably an
instance of ‘concordatio ad sententiam’ but it could also be viewed as an instance
of postponed genitive absolute with a pro as nominal element in coreferentiality
with a component of the matrix clause.
35 Of the kind attested in some late vulgar texts. There also seems to be what
looks like a gerund of mediaeval Greek (a non agreeing form etymologically relat-
ed to the present participle, which displayed full agreement in case, gender and
number instead): Exodus 22.4 \àn dè katalhmfy_ kaì e[rey_ \n t_ xeirì a[toû tò
klémma (…) zônta (‘if the stolen animal [singular] is taken and found in his hand
alive [plural]’).
36 Abbreviations are as in (9) (S = subject; V = verb; D = direct object; I = other
aguments or adjuncts). The figures refer to the number of attestations of each
order. Blank cells are those of the orders that were disregarded (I considered nei-
ther finite clauses made up of only the verb and the direct object nor the position
of the subject  in infinitives).
37 Abbreviations are the same as in T14.
38 I detected these passages with the method of inquiry explained in the note 22.
39 These are all the relevant passages I could find in the book of ‘Exodus’:
(i) Exodus 3.9

kaì nûn †doù kraug| tôn u¥ôn  &Isra|l ≥kei prów me
‘and now, behold, the cry of the children of Israel has come to me’.
This passage could be contrasted with Exodus 6.5 (presenting the standard
Greek use): kaì \gW e†s}kousa tòn stenagmòn tôn u¥ôn &Isra|l ‘and I have
heard the groaning of the children of Israel’.

(ii) Exodus 10.6
\n pás+ g_ tôn A†gúpton
‘in all the land of the Egyptians’.

(iii) Exodus 10.15
\n pás+ g_ A†gúptou
‘in all the land of Egypt’.

(iv) Exodus 11.5
\n g_ A†gúptou
‘in the land of Egypt’.

(v) Exodus 12.19
\k sunagvgêw  &Isra}l
‘from the congregation of Israel’.

(vi) Exodus 12.29
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˙pò prvtotókou FaraW toû kayhménou \pì toû yrónou £vw prvtotókou
têw a†xmalQtidow (…) kaì £vw prvtotókou pantòw kt}nouw
‘from the first-born of Pharaoh who sat on his throne to the first-born of
the captive (…) and all the first-born of the cattle’.

(vii) Exodus 13.4 and 34.18
\n mhnì tôn névn
‘in the month of the early produces’.

(viii) Exodus 15.8
kaì dià pneúmatow toù yumoû sou
‘at the blast of  your fury’.

(ix) Exodus 16.9
pás+ sunagvg_ u¥ôn  &Isra}l
‘to the whole congregation of the children of Israel’.

(x) Exodus 18.5 and 18.8
\k xeiròw FaraQ
‘from the hand of Pharaoh’.

(xi) Exodus 18.5
\p& ªrouw toû yeoû
‘at the mountain of God’.
To be contrasted with Exodus 24.13: e†w tò ªrow toû yeoû ‘into the mountain
of God’.

(xii) Exodus 19.1
\k gêw A†gúptou
‘out of the land of Egypt’.

(xiii) Exodus 19.16
fvn| têw sálpiggow æxei méga
‘the blast of the trumpet resounded aloud’.
To be contrasted with Exodus 19.19: a¥ fvnaì têw sálpiggow ‘the blasts of the
trumpet’.

(xiv) Exodus 22.27
kaì ƒrxontaw toû laoû sou o[ kakôw \reîw
‘you will not offend the chiefs of your people’.

(xv) Exodus 23.16
kaì ∞ort|n yerismoû prvtogenhmátvn poi}seiw
‘you will celebrate the feast of the harvest of the early fruits’.

(xvi) Exodus 23.19
\n gálakti mhtròw a[toû
‘in the milk of its mother’.

(xvii) Exodus 27.13
kaì e{row têw a[lêw tò pròw nóton ¥stía pent}konta p}xevn
‘and the breadth of the court to the South will be hangings for fifty cubits’.
The definite status of the determined noun is confirmed by the presence of
a definite article before the attributive expression pròw nóton that refers to
the noun itself. The passage can be contrasted with Exodus 27.12: tò dè
e{row têw a[lêw tò katà yálassan ¥stía pent}konta p}xevn ‘the breadth of the
court to the West will be hangings of fifty cubits’.

(xviii) Exodus 29.42
e†w geneàw ømôn
‘throughout your generations’ (literally ‘throughout generations of you’)
To be contrasted with Exodus 30.10: e†w tàw geneàw a[tôn ‘throughout your
generations’ (literally ‘throughout the generations of you’).

(xix) Exodus 29.42
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\pì yúraw têw skhnêw toû marturíou
‘at the door of the tent of the meeting’.
This is not a ‘perfect calque’ of the Semitic use, because a definite article is
allowed only before a noun that is not followed by any determiner (\pì
yúraw skhnêw toû marturíou would have been a perfect calque).

(xx) Exodus  34.25
o[ sfájeiw \pì zúm+ aÂma yumiamátvn mou
‘you will not offer the blood of my sacrifices with leaven’.

(xxi) Exodus 34.25
o[ koimhy}setai e†w tò prvì yúmata têw ∞ortêw toû pásxa
‘the sacrifices of the feast of the Passover will not be left until the morn-
ing’.

(xxii) Exodus 35.30 and 37.20
\k fulêw  &Ioúda
‘of the tribe of Judah’.

(xxiii) Exodus 35.34
\k fulêw Dan
‘of the tribe of Dan’.
This and the preceding passages are to be contrasted with the following
ones: Exodus 2.1 \k têw fulêw Leùi ‘from the tribe of Levi’; Exodus 37.21 \k
têw fulêw Dan ‘from the tribe of Dan’.

40 To be contrasted with Exodus 17.9: \n t_ xeirí mou ‘in my hand’ (literally ‘in the
hand of me’).
41 Other probable construct states in the 1st book of Josephus’ Bellum Iudaicum
are: 1.82 æryh d& e[yùw o†mvg| tôn yeasaménvn (‘the cry of those who had seen arose
at once’); 1.451 perì yanátou tôn u¥ôn (‘about the death of the children’); 1.483
sunoikísaw ˙delf|n têw †díaw gunaików (‘making the/a sister of his own wife get
married’). However, o†mvg} and yánatow are not necessarily countable nouns,
whereas the ˙delf} in the third passage might also be a sister among others.
42 E.g. Exodus 4.17: kaì t|n ]ábdon taúthn (…) l}mc+ (…) \n " poi}seiw \n a[t_ tà
shmeîa (‘and you will take this rod, by which you will make the miracles by it’).
The resuming element only surfaces in those instances in which the relative elem-
ent bears either the accusative (only one instance in 6.5) or an oblique case (in
all the other 20 instances), exactly as in the Hebrew original text.
43 E.g. Exodus 12.44: kaì pân o†kéthn … ˙rgurQnhton peritemeîw a[tòn (‘and every
slave or servant, you will circumcise him’) – the same also occurs in 4.17, 15.15,
16.23, 22.19.
44 This datum seems to be in contrast with what is reported in T2 for the ‘Life of
Aesop’, where 25% (23/90) APCs are registered as coreferential. However, as
pointed out in the note 27 above, 9 of these 23 coreferential APCs occur in two
chapters (77a,77b) that are likely to stem from a different philological, cultural,
and, consequently, linguistic tradition. In the rest of the novel, only 14 coreferen-
tial APCs are attested, amounting to 15%. For the ‘microscopic’ analysis I try to
pursue here, the individual (internal, and intentional) character of a language is
crucial. This is why I chose to disregard the effect of these ‘alien’ chapters that
present a Jewish Greek-like behaviour with respect to the use of coreferential
APCs.
45 See as an example of what I mean by ‘finely grained details’ the discussion
about the prevalent linear order in the ‘Life of Alexander’ and in the ‘Life of
Aesop’. The data in T7 look rather misleading. Only a closer inspection such as
the one presented in T9 reveals a clear orientation.
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